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Landlords threaten housing policy 
By Cindy Suoplt 
Editorial Editor 
A group o( five or six landlords have 
been in consultation with attorneys on 
the possibility of taking legal action 
against the University for Us off- 
campus housing policy 
According to Doug Valentine, owner 
of Valentine apartments, the landlords 
are concerned about the new policy 
restricting freshmen and sophomores 
to on-campus housing units unless the) 
are married 
Valentine contends the University is 
treading on deep ground" since the 
apartment landlords are feeling the 
pinch of the 15.000 enrollment ceiling 
"BECAUSE    they    i University 
administrators i built the Towers   the) 
think they can keep all these students 
on campus Sophomores should have 
the right to move off campus just as 
juniors and seniors do." he said 
Valentine said the case against the 
University cannot be brought to court 
by the landlords, but they can support a 
rising sophomore who is willing to go to 
court I'e said his attorneys are almost 
positive they can win the case 
"We have attorneys at the present 
time reading the law and. by all 
indications, if a rising sophomores 
parents sign the lease for the student 
now when the student comes back in 
September, he will have established 
residency in Bowling Green,   he said 
The student might then be considered 
a commuter and may be permitted to 
live off campus, according to 
University policy 
THE    ENTIRE    case    hinges     on 
whether or not the stale legislature 
passes a resolution that 1R year olds will 
be considered adults in Ohio Valentine 
is also basing his case on the claim that 
the University cannot force students to 
live on campus unless it is lor 
educational reasons 
Robert  Rudd. director ol  residence 
services, said the idea of a court case 
against  the University   is i  lot  oi 
speculation and he doesn't believe it 
will happen 
I'e said the University housing office 
sent letters to all the landlords in 
September and March telling them the 
University had to require thai 
sophomores reside on campus 
We don t have I choice A slate 
university is not in business to make .1 
profit, but we do have to show thai we 
are meeting expenses   1*' said 
MICHAEL Kerran coordinator of 
planning and budgeting, said the 
University   has   an   obligation   to   its 
bondholders  it doesn't want to start 
taking   money   out   of   the   academic 
programs lo pay back the bonds used to 
cover construction costs ol 
dormitories 
For the past two weeks students 
have been applying for space in the 
residence halls Starting next month. 
the)  will sign up tor their dormitory 
prefeience 
It .1 rising sophomore does not sign up 
[01 campus housing, his registration 
will be canceled and he will be dropped 
from the enrollment 
However, Valentine is urging rising 
sophomores not to sign their University 
boushtg contracts 
They don't have to sign it There is 
nothing that can make a Student live 
somewhere    I   wouldn t   sign   it      he 
said 
HE SAID the rising sophomores 
should band together and boycott 
registration lor the fall 
Rudd said it would tie foolhardy for a 
rising sophomore to sign .1 contract ten 
an apartment for next year 
Kris Eridon, coordinator of the 
Student Mousing Association iSI'.M. 
said the landlords would need at least 
200 students who would refuse to sign 
housing contracts with the University 
before the landlords' court action 
would succeed 
Valentine said he is not considering 
this action just to battle with the 
University, but he said the University 
is not respecting the builders who have 
investments in the city 
The landlords are not alone in this, 
there are many banks involved." he 
said 
Valentine said he also has the support 
of two members of the Board of 
Trustees 
'Residency' questioned 
in housing controversy 
By Cindy Seopis 
Editorial Editor 
Can a rising sophomore who wants to 
live off campus next year light the 
University's housing policy in court" 
and win' 
Doug Valentine, owner ol Valentine 
apartments believes he can with the 
support ot other landlords and 
attorneys 
The policy says all treshmen and 
sophomores can move off campus only 
if they are married or are residents ol 
Bowling Green However Valentine 
contends that it the state legislature 
passes the proposal making 18 year olds 
legal adults, the University cannot 
force a student to remain on campus 
UNTIL THE resolution is voted on 
this summer. Valentine is urging 
sophomores to have their parents sign 
an apartment lease for them I'e said 
this will establish the student's 
residency in Bowling Green 
Sheldon Westman. assistant director 
of residence services, said if a student 
is a commuter, he does not have to live 
on campus, but he must be commuting 
daily from the home of his parent, 
guardian or spouse I'e said Valentine's 
argument does not come under this 
classification. 
Martin I'ann.i. Bowling Green 
attorney, said there is a possibility 
Valentine could be correct about 
winning the case, but a lot depends on 
the state legislature's ruling on 18 year 
olds 
"I won't say everything depends on 
the legislature s ruling but I will say an 
awful, awful lot hinges on the 
decision." he said. 
Richard Marsh. University attorney, 
said it was possible a student could 
legally move off campus if his parents 
establish their residency here, bul he 
said the whole matter needs extensive 
research. 
HE POINTED out that even though 
students were recently permitted to 
toll 
establish voting residence here, the 
University has the power to define and 
determine the term "residency" He 
said voting residency is only one of 
many kinds of residencies 
Court cases questioning the 
constitutionality of parietal rules 
1 regulations a university may adopt in 
its by-laws to require a certain number 
of the enrollment to remain on 
campus) have been brought to court 
before, with the university or college 
usually victorious 
I'l.mulls m a case against Northern 
Michigan University argued that the 
university's ruling for all single 
undergraduate students to live in 
campus usidence halls, violated the 
First. Filth. Ninth and Fourteenth 
Amendments of the United States 
Constitution, the Civil Rights Act of 
ItftM and the Department ol Housing and 
Urban Development Rules and 
Regulations 
The   district   judge   favored    the 
university, contending that Us 
obligation to honor its bond debts in a 
legitimate one 
In a case against Southeastern 
Louisiana College, the district judge 
ruled that a regulation requiring ail 
women  students  under 21  to live  on 
campus was in violation ot students' 
rights because the on!) reason for the 
regulation was to enable the unnci sitv 
to meet financial obligations that .nose 
from building their dormitories 
VALENTINE'S second basis lor a 
court case against the University is the 
question of whether or not there is an 
'educational value lor students living 
on campus 
Dr. Michael Ferrari, ooordlnati < <■>-** 
planning and budgeting, said there is 
some  educational   value  to  the  on- 
campus living program 
"Our overriding concern is to make 
the halls attractive so students would 
want to live there by choice not 
chance." he said 
New 
complex 
Anetrwr apartment complex, thu one called Haven House Manor, it being 
erected along East Wooster across from Harthman Quadrangle. Several 
landlords ore up in arms about the University housing policy which keeps 
students in on-campus housing. 
City retail sales 64% University-related 
By Harold Brown 
Assistant Managing Editor 
Results of an economic impact 
survey released yesterday indicate that 
64.2 per cent of all retail sales in 
Bowling Green during the 1970-71 fiscal 
year can be attributed to the 
University. 
The survey, the first of its kind lo be 
completed in Ohio, was undertaken in 
February by a group of 22 graduate and 
undergraduate students to determine 
the spending patterns of the University, 
students, faculty and staff. 
The study was based on an economic 
impact model survey developed by the 
American Council on Education which 
has been used in other college 
communities to analyze the major 
impacts of town-gown relations. 
CLAUDE NESLUND, assistant to 
the vice president for operations and a 
co-director of the project, said the 
survey results were broken into three 
specific impact areas -the effects ->i 
the University on retail business, local 
government and the local individual 
"It focuses on Ihe economic impact 
only and does not attempt to measure 
the cultural and aesthetic effects of the 
University on the community." 
Neslundsaid 
The annual college-related business 
volume wa.s estimated to be just under 
$33 million for the fiscal year covered 
by the report 
Some areas of expenditures covered 
under this section included 
-$20 million for college-related local 
expenses. 
-$5 I million for local expenses of Ihe 
i Iniverslty 
$4 3   million    in   expenditures   by 
faculty-staff 
-$2 5 million by students renting off 
campus housing 
THE STUDY indicated that 33 3 per 
cent of the total city income tax 
collected by the city is directly 
attributable lo the University It is 
estimated that the city derives $16 
million in revenue from the University 
Ol this total. $600,000 is derived from 
property taxes paid by faculty and 
staff, and $229,006 from the city income 
tax The study also pointed out that the 
University avoids payment of 
$845,000 in real estate taxes because of 
its tax-exempt status. 
The University also has a great 
impact   on   the    local   employment 
outlook, according to the survey. 
The estimated total jobs provided by 
the University is 3.554 Two thousand of 
these are faculty and staff members 
while the remaining 1.500 jobs exist in 
the city because of the presences of the 
University, the report slated 
THE ESTIMATED annual personal 
income of local individuals from 
college-related jobs and business 
activities is more than $23 million, 
according lo the report 
More than 1.250 persons were 
contacted during the survey, including 
800 students. 200 faculty-staff 
members. 50 department heads and 100 
local retail businessmen 
Persons surveyed were also asked to 
list their complaints about the city to 
aid    community     improvement 
Situation: castastrophic' 
Highlands foe target 
Caption for this radiephoto, monitored in Warsaw 
Thursday from Hanoi, says: Nghu Phu village in 
the vicinity of Vinh town was bombed by U.S. 
planes on April 10, 1972; bottom, Nguyen Mgoc 
Duhg's family of seven in Nghi Phu village 
massacred by U.S. bombs." 
SAIGON I APi - Battered by enemy 
tank assaults. South Vietnamese forces 
in the central highlands scrambled to 
regroup last night and throw up new- 
defense positions north of the key city 
of Kontum. 
The main thrust of the Communist 
command's offensive appeared to be 
switching to the central highlands in an 
effort to cut major highways and seize 
the cities of three highlands' provinces 
At U.S. Command headquarters in 
Saigon a surface calm prevailed but an 
officer present at a top-level briefing 
reported the word "catastrophic" was 
used to describe the situation in the 
highlands 
"THE SITUATION is up in the air 
right now." said one top U.S. official 
Kontum, a provincial capital of about 
30.000 people, was seen as the key 
highlands' target in the 26-day-old 
offensive. 
Five government bases or positions 
fell yesterday as the tank-led North 
Vietnamese forces drove toward 
Kontum. There was no count of 
casualties on either side in the swirl of 
the scattered battles, but senior U.S. 
officers said the South Vietnamese 22nd 
Division lost 17 of its 22 to enemy tanks 
and missies 
While the fighting built up in the 
highlands, the front in the northern 
provinces below the demilitarized 
zone was described as static, but 
enemy rockets hit Da Nang for the 
second time in a day. 
Four rockets were fired into the city 
shortly before midnight There was no 
immediate word on casualties or 
damage. Earlier yesterday 13 rockets 
hit the big air base at Da Nang. 
wounding nine persons and damaging 
three buildings. 
ONE OF the US Air Force B52 
bombers that hit Thanh Hoa in North 
Vietnam had landed earlier in the day 
at the Da Nang base with its fuselage 
peppered with shrapnel holes from a 
North Vietnamese surface-to-air 
missile The B52 strike was aimed at 
supply targets 80 miles south of Hanoi. 
Hanoi claimed a B52 and two other 
planes were shot down in Thanh Hoa 
province yesterday  and  that a US 
warship was set afire 
At sea. two U S destroyers were hit 
by enemy shore guns off the coast but 
there were no casualties and damage 
was termed minor 
In other ground action, the embattled 
provincial capital of An Loc. 60 miles 
north of Saigon, still was under heavy 
pressure but it was resupplied by air 
and 80 wounded men were lifted out 
MOST OF the activity, however, 
centered in the highlands, where it had 
been expected that the North 
Vietnamese would launch a major 
drive 
Since the enemy offensive began, 
roads have been cut and passes blocked 
in the highlands in an effort to isolate 
towns and military bases It now is 
believed government defenders may 
fall back from more remote positions 
in order to consolidate and make stands 
around the populated centers 
Government forces in the highlands 
were spread thin and despite recent 
efforts to rush in supplies some 
Americans expressed the belief it is all 
to late and too little 
programs. Neslund said He added that 
in order for complaints to be listed in 
the final survey report, they had to be 
included on at least 20 per cent of the 
questionnaires. 
Student complaints were directed at 
high prices, lack of variety in retail 
outlets, inadequate parking, extremely 
high mark-ups. exploitation of the 
student population, dirty business 
district and the location of discount 
stores. Many said they would prefer to 
go to a shopping center 
ANOTHER MAJOR student 
complaint centered around local 
gasoline prices and that many car 
repair shops are a ripoff " 
Faculty and staff complaints 
centered around high rent and the city 
Income tax They also said downtown 
parking is costly and inconvenient 
Local businessmen complained about 
shoplifting, bad checks, student 
employee thefts, badgering for 
donations and contributions, delinquent 
accounts, general disrespect for 
personal property, law and drug usage 
and ignorance by the public of the 
actual cost of running a business. 
Bruce Mabee. assistant to the vice 
president for public services, said that 
all calculations in the report are 
extremely conservative. He explained 
that the contribution of the University 
to the city is probably greater than that 
indicated by the report 
• to page 3 
International 
Week 
All day. Promenade Lounge-An 
exhibit of A Spanish Artifacts will be 
on display in honor of "Hispanic 
Day" 
7-8 p.m.. Capitol Room. Union- 
Spanish films 
8-10 p.m . Grand Ballroom-Dr 
Clifford Gallant, chairman of the 
romance languages department, and 
members of the Spanish Club will 
present a Flamenco Dance Perform- 
ance. 
tof* 2/The SO Newt, Tw—day, April IS. 1973 
a year's work 
After stunning the University by deciding that the concept of 
ROTC is "not inconsistent" with University goals. Academic 
Council again took the campus by surprise last week by voting to 
retain academic credit for ROTC courses. 
The ROTC report submitted by the College of Business 
Administration Curriculum Committee was revolutionary 
enough After months of hearings and deliberations, it 
recommended to keep ROTC programs here virtually unchanged. 
But the actions taken by Academic Council have been literally 
breath-taking. 
On April 5, Academic Council made its ruling on the 
consistency of goals, but was unable to specifically name the 
goals of ROTC and the University. 
On April 12. the council voted to strike the word"regular" from 
a curriculum committee recommendation to retain ROTC 
programs as "regular academic departments;" passed a motion 
to consider academic credit as a separate motion; tabled the 
motion to continue academic credit for ROTC; and tabled 
another motion that the individual colleges determine whether or 
not a student will receive credit toward graduation for ROTC 
courses. 
On April 19. the council passed the motion to retain academic 
credit; tabled a motion to examine ROTC programs to determine 
and investigate the proper balance of instruction between the 
military and academic areas of the University; and tabled an 
amendment to the motion calling for a study of the appropriate 
location of the military organization in the academic community. 
R's been almost a year since Academic Council began its 
investigation of the ROTC programs here. 
. .        Isn't it amazing how so many things can be accomplished in one 
year's time? 
primary perspectives 
let's hear from you 
The B(i News welcomes .ill letters to the editor and opinion columns. 
Letters may comment on any olher letter, column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask lhat 
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple spared 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include llie author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, CO The BG News. 106 
University Hall 
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mccarthy cares about america 
By Dennis Anderson 
Geett Facalty Colnmnist 
Kditor'i Note: The followia( is the 
filth of a series of colamns describing 
the assets of the presidential candidates 
on the May 2 Ohio Ptrmary ballot. 
When no one else would do so. Eugene 
McCarthy challenged President Lyndon 
Johnson and the established leadership 
of the Democratic Party in 1967 on the 
issue ol the war in Vietnam. At this time, 
challenging in the primaries an 
incumbent President of one's own party 
was considered political suicide. 
But. McCarthy's political life has been 
one of taking positions not accepted or 
even imitated by other politicians 
As early as January 1966. by voting to 
repeal the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, 
McCarthy, along with only four other 
senators (Morse, Omening, Young and 
Fulbright) voted "no confidence " in 
American participation in the war in 
Vietnam. 
In 1968. he proposed an adequate 
annual income for all as part of 
minimum standard of living-a proposal 
subsequently also embraced by most of 
those who. at the time, denounced him 
for it 
He was the first to call for the removal 
of J. Edgar Hoover. 
He has favored amnesty for war exiles 
since 1967. 
He was the first American political 
figure to call for United States 
recognition of Bangladesh. And it was 
Eugene McCarthy who. as a young 
congressman, brought up the plight of 
migrant workers as early as 1951. 
IN HIS LAST term in the Senate. 
McCarthy proposed an amendment "that 
the National Guard of the respective 
states should not be allowed to carry live 
ammunition against American citizens. 
Leirers 
unless, in addition to the governor's 
order, there is approval by the 
President." McCarthy was the only 
candidate for President to vote for this 
amendment 
In the March Illinois primary 
McCarthy refused to sign a loyalty oath 
that he was not a communist as 
requested by the Illinois Secretary of 
State The other candidates all agreed to 
sign the loyalty oath. This is something 
that only a candidate of McCarthy's 
individuality would dare challenge 
In his own words, "How can we ask 
school teachers and those seeking public 
housing not to sign such a document, 
when their public officials bow to this 
kind of pressure? There is a principle 
here " 
HE HAS CAMPAIGNED actively 
throughout the country during the last 
two years for candidates who have run 
on issues of peace and justice. As an 
example, he alone among the 
Democratic presidential candidates, 
went to Philadelphia to campaign 
against Frank Rizzo. now mayor, a 
racist Democrat. 
Alone among the candidates. 
McCarthy has stressed the issue of 
democratizing an overly personalized 
presidency, while the president must be 
a leader, he should be less of an 
incarnation. 
He alone among the bona fide 
Democratic candidates has committed 
himself to assuring the public that if the 
Democratic selection process is not 
opened, or the platform or nominee 
unsatisfactory, he will give the people 
the meaningful choice in November 1972 
that they were denied by the Democratic 
Party leadership in 1968 
It now appears that he again, alone 
among the candidates, is not restricting 
himself to talking only about issues 
George Wallace brings up. Accordingly, 
on  March 30.  in a statement largely 
ignored by the press. McCarthy issued a 
nine point platform for 1972 which he 
insists be included in the next platform 
of the Democratic Party printed in full in 
last Thursday's BG News) It includes: 
--"A FIRM commitment to end the war 
in Vietnam, including support of a new 
government in place of the present Thieu 
regime." 
-"An income support program to 
provide the poor with a decent standard 
of living in agreement with the National 
Welfare Rights Organizations' 
proposals." 
opinion 
-Federal legislation to spread 
employment by requiring employers to 
shorten the work day. the work week or 
work year and hire more people. 
-"National legislation to effectively 
control concentrations of economic 
power of this country to require them to 
meet social and economic 
responsibilities..." 
-McCarthy says he feels the 
automobile industry is the most wasteful 
expenditure in our society next to the 
military and space programs. There 
must be regulation of the size and horse 
power of cars and "a cut back in the 
space program, in military spending and 
in the interstate highway program, and 
the redirection of resources to meet the 
more pressing needs of housing, urban 
renewal, education and medical care." 
--"Prison reform and a national 
program to deal with hard drugs 
comparable to the British system and 
repeal of ridiculous laws now applied to 
the use of marijuana " On this last point. 
McCarthy says there should be 
protection for the consumer against 
people who sell you bad stuff as well as a 
"warningof the package." 
—"A firm and unequivocal 
committment to one system of Justice." 
We now have at least three systems of 
justice: one with fair procedures for 
those with status and money; a second 
system for the poor, minorities and 
young people which allows preventive 
detention, protective custody, no knock 
entry, wire-tapping, and confidential 
files on 7,000.000 citizens; a third system 
of justice operated "for the 
warmakers... the police in 
Chicago... National Guardsmen in 
Ohio ..highway patrolmen at Jackson 
State and applied against the people in 
the second system." 
MCCARTHY'S STAND on the issues 
has been one to attract many young and 
University people There are 13 Bowling 
Green students, two faculty members 
and three other BGSU related people 
pledged to McCarthy running as 
delegates or alternative delegates in 
Ohio's primary. 
Of some 120 individuals running as 
delegates in Ohio for McCarthy, over 60 
per cent are under thirty. 
Most of them are average working 
people l some unemployed thanks to 
Nixon) and students. None of them are 
high ranking Party officials 
In striking contrast to the Humphrey 
and Muskie delegate candidate slates, 
none of the women on the McCarthy slate 
are wives or daughters of prominent 
party leaders or union officials The 
women running on McCarthy's behalf 
are representing women's issues and not 
merely standing in for their fathers or 
husbands 
Eugene McCarthy's campaign is 
centered around people because the 1972 
issues are concerns of people-people 
willing to give of their time, skills and 
energies to elect a man whom they feel 
genuinely cares about America and her 
people 
cease rising militarism 
For the past few weeks. 1 have tried t«#> 
sit in Academic Council and listen to 
both sides ol the ROTC issue 
But. how many sides arc there to a 
question that can be answered yes or no? 
That question being. "Is is right for the 
state to subsidize ROTC on a stale 
campus for the purpose of training 
officers to lead men in our armed forces 
and to give academic credit for if'" 
I SAY NO because if we, as 
Americans, are ever going to turn back 
the tide of rising militarism, we must 
start here and now 
We must not let our campus be turned 
in to an armed camp. We must not let 
promises of liberalization turn our eyes 
from the facts. 
FACTS that say over 40 per cent of the 
army is black yet less than 2 per cent of 
their officers are. which make it one of 
the most racist institutions to exist 
outside of Bowling Green. 
FACTS like sworn testimony belore 
senate investigating committees by 
veterans that say My Lai was the rule in 
Vietnam, not the exception to it. 
Testimony that tells of atrocities 
committed against the Vietnamese by 
the American army that the Nazies 
never even thought of; atrocities like 
shoving a rocket up the vagina of 
Vietnamese women and then firing it so 
it would blow her guts out her head, 
atrocities led by ROTC graduates from 
this University and many others. 
Atrocities like dumping tons and tons 
of bombs, naplam. defolients and anti- 
personal devices on Vietnamese, not 
caring how much of the population or 
country side they destroy-not caring 
how many children are killed-not caring 
how many deformed babies are born as a 
result of using these chemicals 
And these inhuman devices are 
dumped uncaringly by Air Force ROTC 
graduates 
In Academic Council, our 
administrators and faculty have decided 
that these policies "are not inconsistent 
with the University goals and 
objectives". 
Well, if that is so. then maybe the 
answer is not to stop ROTC-then maybe 
the answer is to stop the University, and 
take a long look at what we are doing 
IN THE PAST few days. Nixon has 
escalated bombing even more He has 
brought us close to world war by 
bombing Russian ships in the ports of the 
North Vietnamese. 
And still we sit. doing nothing 
Academic Council sits every Wednesday 
at 1:15 in the Alumni Room, and it is 
trying to decide if we should continue 
ROTC 
I invite every student who opposes 
what is happening in Vietnam to come to 
this meeting and demand that these men 
who sit there put aside their own interest 
and abolish this vicious, racist, inhuman 
growth which seeks to infest us all with 
its own brand of militaristic 
Americanism 
And I also ask all students to strike on 
May 4 in cooperation with the national 
student strike called for May 4 against 
the escalation of the bombing, and to 
emphasize that we. the students whose 
brothers and sisters were murdered at 
. Kent State and Jackson State-by another 
arm of this growth have not forgotten 
them. 
CraigTaliaferro 
Vice President 
Student Body Organization 
deprived of culture 
(fcJfclVtf- £sr 
As a victim of social and political 
degradation As a member of the race 
that is not a member of American 
society. As a black man being deprived 
of my history, of my life in America and 
being culturally deprived of my natural 
history of my ancestry of Africa... 
I FIND IT very hard to have to go 
through four years of my life learning a 
foreign culture. I find it very hard to take 
that, white America. 
The Bowling Green administration 
finds it more important for me, black 
proud, to learn about Europeans when it 
is  only  cool   to   know  about  foreign 
history- bin I have mv own culture to 
deal with-learn 
I am different from white people We 
are different historically, socially, 
politically and above all. culturally. 
I will not stand to be culturally 
deprived of my heritage I will not stand 
to be a victim of Americanization. 
I will struggle for equality. Because I 
feel without true and full knowledge of 
self, no man will truly be free 
Love. Peace Power 
B.S.U. 
Brother Chico 
243Conklin 
no response to bombings 
'THERE WILL BE CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS TO MY TESTIMONY 
I would like to express my thorough 
disgust with the behavior of the faculty 
and student body of BGSU in lieu of the 
recent bombings of Hanoi and Haiphong. 
The total lack of response or dialogue 
is unbecoming of a community of 
supposed intellectuals. It indicates what 
I have always suspected, that the student 
body is composed solely of opportunists 
rather than humanitarians. The problem 
is not one of apathy, but of senility and 
stagnation. 
While the Presidents of eight of the 
nation's Ivy League schools have issued 
statements denouncing the escalation of 
hostilities, and over one hundred colleges 
and universities are engaged in protests 
and peaceful demonstrations, the 
enlightened student body of BGSU in its 
infinite wisdom has seen fit to remain 
quiet. 
MOST OF ALL I am disgusted with 
that group of students which I had 
always considered to be Bowling Green's 
best hope. But that small consituency 
has seen fit to hibernate in the union or 
lounge aboqt on the campus licking their 
chocolate ice cream cones like 
thoughtless, contented children. 
Not one word of dialogue. 
The BG community has failed to live 
up to the role of a community of 
scholars. You have abdicated your 
conscience and are no longer worthy of 
the title of students. 
Robert Weigl 
333 Buttonwood 
SO they say 
Martha    Mitchell,    wife    of    former 
Attorney General John N. Mitchell m a 
speech to a group of Republican women: 
"■Werybady ah-eM rise if sad say, 
Than* yea, Mr. PrnHaW, for »■—"ni 
Contenders seek final votes 
Th* M Maws. Tuaidsty, April 35. 1972/Pag* 3 
Two primaries set for today 
A -J Cindy Houston and Dianno Jacob*, both sophomores in Arts * 
Sciences, view some of th* graduate student work on display 
dJSplQU      '"  ,n* *'* Bld9    Beginning  Mother's Day,  Sunday May  14, 
■ '        undergraduate work will be on display. 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - 
Sen George S McGovern. 
predicting be will score "a 
clean sweep" in the 
Massachusetts Democratic 
primary, joined his two top 
presidential rivals yesterday 
in a last-day drive (or 
Pennsylvania's big block of 
convention votes. 
Sen Hubert H. Humphrey, 
saying he will win the 
preference primary in 
Pennsylvania and capture 
more of the 137 delegates 
than anyone else today 
swung through southwestern 
Pennsylvania by helicopter 
in his bid to score the first 
major primary victory of his 
three presidential races. 
Sen Edmund S. Muskie. 
banking heavily on primary 
Job placement campaign 
About 10.000 wants ads 
have been sent in to the 
Office of Career Planning 
and Placement as a result of 
a letter campaign to parents 
and alumni to find job 
opportunities for graduating 
seniors 
According to James 
Galloway, director of the 
center, his office has also 
received between 300 and 400 
responses offering direct job 
placement 
"THIS    IS    JUST    the 
beginning." Galloway said 
The placement office sent 
letters to 15.000 parents and 
15.000 alumni about 10 days 
ago asking them to contact 
their employers about 
immediate or pending job 
openings 
They were then asked to 
return a vacancy request 
form including job title and 
description, name and title 
of the person to whom a 
student should apply, the 
employer, his address and 
telephone number 
If they could find no 
specific job leads, they were 
asked to send the placement 
office the help wanted 
sections of the classified 
advertising in their local 
newspapers 
The letter campaign was 
the result of a 
recommendation by a blue 
ribbon committee appointed 
by President Hollis A Moore 
Jr. to establish long and 
short-range programs aimed 
at assisting graduates 
seeking employment 
"THIS IS the first attempt 
at such a placement 
program in the country.'' 
Galloway said "It's a new 
approach to locating jobs." 
He predicted that other 
colleges    and    universities 
Former senator to talk 
here for AAcGovern 
Former Sen Ernest Gruening of Alaska will speak on 
campus tomorrow in support of presidential hopeful Sen 
George McGovern 
Gruening was the first governor of Alaska and the first 
US senator from the state In the earlv 1960s, he was one 
of only two senators who publicly opposed the Vietnam war 
He also voted against the Tonkin Gulf resolution 
The former senator is now touring the country seeking 
support for the McGovern campaign 
He will speak at 10 a.m. in 105 Wanna 
SPEND THE SUMMER IN EUROPE.. 
low Cost Dependable Jet Flights to Europe 
Choose from more than 50 flights. 
NO AGE UMIT; NO TIME LIMIT 
CALL NOW: Steve Phillips 
354-5782 
ROT P. 
For $5 a day 
and 5ca mile 
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL: 
WAYNE RINEHART 
VAM0S FORD 
BOWUNG GREEN 
353-5361 
For students and faculty 
21 and over 
would adopt the program 
He said the response Irom 
parents has been especially 
good 
Galloway cautioned 
students not to "panic 
because they don't have jobs 
as yet because a lot of jobs 
are not opening up until late 
in the summer, especially 
for teachers " 
Students who don't find 
jobs during the summer 
should keep in touch with the 
placement office, he said. 
Results from the letter 
campaign are on file in the 
placement office, third floor 
of the Student Services Bldg 
The office is open from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m Monday 
through Friday 
television appeals on two 
dozen stations in all of 
Pennsylvania's major cities, 
visited a drug treatment 
center in Philadelphia 
before heading for 
campaigning in Pittsburgh. 
OF THE three major 
contenders, only McGovern 
campaigned for today's vote 
in Massachusetts, where a 
poll by the Boston Globe 
showed him with a large 
lead over Muskie-43 per 
cent to 19 per cent 
The South Dakota Senator 
started his day at a Lynn, 
Mass . plant gate, traveled 
to Pennsylvania for an eight- 
city tour and was scheduled 
to go to Lowell. Mass . for a 
rally last night 
Accompanied by 20-year- 
old Kathleen Kennedy, 
oldest child ol the late Sen 
Robert F Kennedy. 
McGovern told a rally in the 
courthouse plaza of 
industrial Chester. Pa , that 
"Massachusetts should be a 
clean sweep" and that he 
would win "a surprising 
number of delegates" in 
Pennsylvania for a majority 
of the 239 being named today 
in the two states 
MS. KENNEDY, asked if 
her appearance implied 
support for McGovern from 
other members of her 
family,   said   she   couldn't 
Survey cost under $2,500 
Updating recommended 
• from page 1 
Neslund recommended 
that the report be updated 
every two years. He 
estimated the total cost of 
the report to be less than 
(2,500. 
"Future studies will show 
that as the University grows, 
benefits to the community 
will go up quite sharply." 
University President Dr. 
Hollis A. Moore Jr said. "A 
university can mean a great 
deal to the economic vitality 
of a region. Our University 
has just begun to make that 
contribution 
"The survey shows that 
the University and the city 
need each other, and that 
both will benefit because of 
the location of each other." 
Dr Moore said. 
Mayor Charles Bartletl 
said the survey confirmed 
what he has thought for a 
long time, but he added. "It 
doesn't say anything about 
the cultural aspects of the 
University, which I consider 
just as important " 
Coming next week! 
ENGLAND'S sensational young star 
CLIFF RICHARD in 
The Peoples' candidate, needs your 
support   and   enthusiasm.  Help   his 
supporters by canvassing, addressing, 
telephone soliciting. 
HELP 
George 
Two At McGover 
PENNSI 
aSHHQB 
161WS. Main St. 
t above Kaufman's i 
352-6468 
Ptffl5£I tfftBLCWttLV- 
4-gPTA 
\*.y|-\dd& 
)*&xs >wtf>»u U 33VfU 
speak for her uncle. Sen. 
Edward M Kennedy (D- 
Mass I but that her mother 
"thought it was a good idea 
She was all for my work, 
which would imply " She 
left the sentence hanging 
Later, speaking in front of 
Citv Hall in Lancaster, she 
said McGovern "is following 
what Daddy had wanted . • 
much for this country " 
About half of the 28 
million registered 
Pennsylvania Democrats 
are expected to vote today 
More may vote in the 
nonbinding  preference  poll 
than   in   the   contests   for 
delegates in the state's 50 
senatorial districts 
Polls will be open from 7 
am to 8 p m EST. with 
machines used in 
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, 
which cast half the 
Democratic vote 
Food survey to study 
student eating patterns 
The Food Service 
Evaluation Committee 
yesterday passed a motion to 
compose questions on food 
consumption in the dining 
halls to be used as a survey 
and distributed to University 
students. 
Fred Johnson, sophomore 
tA&Sl will confer with J 
Claude Scheuerman. vice- 
president for operations, on 
the selection of the 
questions 
THE COMMITTEE said it 
is looking for ways to please 
the consumers in the dining 
halls, and hopefully this 
survey will help them 
We are also going to ask 
for a general gripe or 
general insufficiency in the 
food service system." said 
Johnson 
The survey will probably 
also altempl to analyze food 
consumption patterns of 
commuters and students 
who live in off-campus 
apartments, and compare 
them to students living in the 
dining halls 
In olher action. 
Scheuerman said since the 
Board of Trustees approved 
the committee's recom- 
mendation to raise prices on 
individual food items in the 
dining hall, aniticpated to 
lake effect summer quarter, 
women eating in the dining 
halls would probably spend 
between $140-160 of their 
coupons per quarter next 
year 
PROFESSORS or STUDENTS 
Interested In Having 
RENNIE DAVIS 
Come To Your Class On 
May Sth All Day 
Contact Glenn 2-1455 
He said men would spend 
close to $180 a quarter 
Johnson suggested it 
would be fairer if the 
University alloted women 
$150 on coupons a quarter, 
and men $170 per quarter for 
next year 
HE ALSO suggested study 
ways to cut some of the 
"built-in" costs tied to the 
food service system. 
These costs include 
unemployment compen- 
sation for labor other than 
students or faculty, 
insurance plans, 
hospitalization plans, and 
retirement wages 
ACCOUNTING AND 
FINANCE MAJORS 
Let u$ ne/p you: 
PLAN AHEAD 
To Become) a CPA 
THE BECKER 
CPA REVIEW COURSE 
CINCINNATI SIJ 151 4417 
CIEVEIAND2U4H0IM 
DAYTON bIJ 246 501? 
Our fmcilSUn 
1/5 OF USA 
LOltDOn 
FOO® 
GOLF 
JACKETS 
GOLF 
Golf is the jacket that goes with yoo a 
where, anytime. The original LONDON 
FOG styling, with zip-front, convertible 
collar and elastic waistband. Completely 
wash and wear in a blend of Dacron* and 
cotton  for  any-weather  protection  . $19.95 .< 
NEW SHIPMENT 
FOUR COLORS 
DENIM BLUE 
DENIM RED 
CANARY YELLOW 
NAVY BLUE 
SIZES 36 to 46 
NICHOLS 
<Ehf 0entlcracn*5 Clothier 
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN 
fa*. 4/The BO Newt, TuMdiy, April 35   1972 
Vietnam correspondent airs views 
B) Clady Suopta 
Editorial Editor 
American involvement in 
Vietnam is one o( the major 
campaign   issues   (or   this 
ytar s       presidential, 
elections 
Many of the contenders 
are jumping on the anti-war 
bandwagon destined for 
immediate troop with- 
drawal, decreased air 
altakcs and. eventually. 
tdVal abandonment of United 
States participation in the 
Vietnam war effort 
'A'icording to Maggie 
Kilgore. Vietnam war 
correspomlenl for t'niled 
PfjMi International, some of 
the     campaign     promises 
concerning     American 
involvement in Vietnam are 
not realistic 
"WE ARE too 1.11 i in 
Vietnam ■  to abandon  i it I 
IN CONCERT 
- Sponsored by - 
Cultural Boost 
and 
S.B.O. 
MAY 
irn 
8:00 P.M. 
MEMORIAL 
HALL 
TICKETS ON 
SALE NOW AT 
UNION TICKET 
OFFICE 
AND 
405 SS 
$2.00 
There is a tremendous 
amount of military supplies 
America put in there in the 
1960s, and these supplies 
have to be reclaimed If 
they're not, the Communists 
will get them.'' she said 
Speaking at a "Women in 
Communications Day" 
sponsored by the Ohio State 
University chapter of Theta 
Sigma Phi. women's 
communication society. Ms 
Kilgore said American 
dollars will be poured into 
Vietnam for a long time to 
come. 
"Nobody knows when or 
how the war will end The 
South Vietnamese have a 
fair    chance    to    survive 
communism, but we will 
have to keep the money 
going in for five or 10 
years. '* she said 
Ms Kilgore said in an 
interview that she agreed 
with President Nixon's 
policy in Vietnam, but she 
declined to comment on the 
justification of the recent air 
attacks in North Vietnam 
HOWEVER, she 
predicted the attacks would 
end soon since the monsoon 
season in North Vietnam 
will begin in about three 
weeks and it is impossible 
for troops to fight when the 
rains come 
Ms   Kilgore was sent to 
Saigon in 1970 as a political 
reporter Although never 
captured, she said she was 
fired upon at times and 
suffered broken back bones 
after jumping off an APC 
(armored personnel carrier) 
while escaping enemy fire. 
Other correspondents 
were not that lucky. 
"Twenty-five foreign 
correspondents have been 
killed and 17 are presently 
missing in Cambodia This 
answers the out-dated 
criticism that we do not 
cover the war We do cover 
the war." she said. 
Since the South 
Vietnamese have been 
oppressed    for    so    many 
years. Ms Kilgore said they 
have a fatalistic attitude 
toward life. 
SHE CITED AS an 
example one night when she 
was contemplating whether 
or not to see a movie in 
Saigon Per Vietnamese 
interpreter told her to go 
ahead, to do it today 
because you may not be able 
to do it tomorrow."' 
She said the most 
discouraging issue in the 
war is the plight of the 
POWs She said there is no 
assurance captured soldiers 
will be released, even when 
the war ends But she urged 
POW wives and mothers to 
actively   lobby   and   place 
Reports remain vague 
U.S. limits war details 
By Robert A. Dobkin 
AP Military Writer 
WASHINGTON < API-The 
Communist offensive in 
Vietnam and the resumption 
of American air raids over 
the North have resulted in a 
new government holddown 
on information concerning 
the war. 
Pentagon officials say 
details of the new American 
bombing should be reported 
from Saigon, but in Saigon 
The 
Subaru 
And you were going to buv 
a Toyota? A Datsun"' A 
Pinto'1 A Vega"' A Beetle'' 
UNIVERSITY 
P0NTIAC 
Bowling (ireen. O. 
r 
Uncluttered 
Clean-Cut 
CUNTKMHO 
CbssRngs 
Unbelievable College class 
rings that are iewelry' 
Rings so stylish, you d wear 
one tor the sheer ornamen- 
tation ot it It s our antidote 
to Establishment rings On 
our man's ring, yoj havt 
your choice of degree sym- 
bol or fraternity letters 
And the women's rings are 
feminine Just for women 
Not scaled-down versions 
of the man s model Come 
see  them-no  obligation 
Tue.Wed   Tfcwr Sal 
l:3»-6:M 
Moa.. Kri. 
»:» »:M 
f^^_ * StM> «.F 1 Saw'   l«t   ItM 
the U.S. Command has 
limited its information to 
periodic summaries giving 
only vague details of the air 
strikes 
When the United States 
began building up its air and 
naval forces in Southeast 
Asia last month, the 
government limited itself to 
general statements, refusing 
on grounds of security to 
provide any details of unit 
movements or alerts. 
THE    PENTAGON 
followed with an 
announcement that the U.S. 
Command would no longer 
issue daily  reports on the 
bombing of the North, again 
for security reasons. 
the Pentagon's official 
spokesman. Jerry W. 
Friedheim. refused Friday 
to discuss specific targets or 
areas hit by tactical fighter- 
bombers over the North, 
saying only that they 
"ranged widely over North 
Vietnam." 
He did say that l.'aiphong. 
North Vietnam's main port, 
was not the target, but 
otherwise would not indicate 
whether the US planes hit 
above the 20th parallel 
The following partial text 
of the Friday news briefing, 
with several reports 
questioning      Friedheim. 
illustrates the Pentagon's 
reluctance to discuss the 
war 
Q. HAVE there been any 
strikes north of the 20th 
parallel since last Sunday'' 
A. I'm not at liberty to 
give you any further details 
than we have already 
Q. Why is it? Could you 
give us the reasoning'' 
A 1 don't have anything 
new to sav about it today. 
pressure on the government 
to continue its efforts in 
prisoner negotiations. 
Ms. Kilgore left Vietnam 
before the presidential 
elections last October 
because "it was time to 
leave when they rocketed 
Saigon." She was reassigned 
to Washington. DC. where 
she previously covered the 
White House and Congress. 
Calling the present 
administrations " a little 
dull" and quipping about the 
Washington Cosmopolitan 
foldout of Burt Reynolds as 
really being Penry 
Kissinger, she said she 
would rather work in the 
nation's capital than any 
other place in the United 
Slates 
MS. KILGORE labeled 
Jack Anderson a muckraker 
and said "although his 
journalism is not the most 
laudable kind, he is quite 
well liked personally among 
the reporters in 
Washington " 
She is in favor of the 
Women's Liberation 
Movement, although she 
said she is not a spokesman 
for it. She has not been 
discriminated against during 
her career as a journalist, 
she said. 
"I know there is 
discrimination, but I happen 
to be with a company that 
has always hired women and 
has always given women a 
break." she said 
Maggie Kilgore 
Apollo 16 crew 
heads for home 
SPACE CENTER. Pouston 
(API - Apollo 16sastronauts 
rocketed out of lunar orbit 
last night, aboard their 
command ship. Casper, and 
started a 240.000-mile 
voyage home with a record 
cargo of rocks. 
Astronauts John W 
Young. Charles M Duke Jr 
and Thomas K Mattingly II 
fired Casper's main rocket- 
a once bother some engine 
Hatton, Rockhold selected 
to head 72-73 News staff 
PIZZA LOVERS OF BG. 
CALL 
DOMINOS 352-5221 
FAST. FREE. HOT 0EUVERY 
WINTHR0P TERRACE 
North & South 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS 
for Fall Quarter and 
Summer School 
Apartments Assigned on a 
first come - first served 
basis 
OFFICE 
Winthroii South   400 E. Napoleon Rd. 
Open 9-5 
Phone 352-9135 
Kathenne 1. Hatton, 
junior (B.A.), was 
selected editor of The BG 
News for the 1972-73 school 
year last Friday by the 
University Publications 
Committee 
Vaughn E. Rockhold. 
senior (BA.l, was selected 
business manager 
"1    would   like   to   see 
continued     and     improved 
Coverage   of   national   and 
COLLEGE 
ADMISSION 
ARRANGED 
Speciaffiing in 
Difficult Placements 
•LAW 
• MEDICAL 
• VETERINARIANS 
• COLLEGE 0R0P0UTS 
•COLLEGE TRANSFERS 
CM  wtite Of  Page 
(212)275-2900 
CM»gt AteilSMM Ct.ttr g< NY 
102-30 OmnlM 
Fwilt Hill. NV 11375 
international    news."    said 
Ms I'atton. 
She stressed the important 
role The News plays by 
referring to a marketing 
readibility study conducted 
under the direction ol 
Raymond F. Barker, 
professor of marketing. The 
survey, released last June, 
indicated The BG News as 
the major source of news for 
most campus readers. 
"Active recruiting is a 
necessity," said Ms Patton 
Applications for reporters, 
copy readers and 
photographers will be 
available until Kriday at 106 
University Pall 
Ms Patton and her new 
staff will begin work May 15 
Kotherine Hatton 
which delayed the moon 
landing last Thursday-to 
break away from the moon's 
gravity and sped toward a 
South Pacific slash-down on 
Thurday 
The lunar module. Orion, 
was discarded in orbit 
yesterday afternoon It 
broke away from the 
command ship and went into 
a tumble that could not be 
controlled by radio signals 
from earth This tumbling, 
which could not immediately 
be explained, canceled plans 
to crash the module into the 
moon to excite 
seismometers at the Apollo 
landing sites. 
"THAT ORION     was  a 
mighty good spacecraft," 
said Young as the lander 
spun away "Real beautiful 
flying machine And a real 
great lunar base, too We'll 
miss her." 
Tucked into Casper's hold 
were 245 pounds of rock and 
miles of black and white and 
color film taken on the 
moon Geologists believe the 
rocks may tell the story of 
how volcanoes wracked the 
moon 4-4.5 billion years ago 
to mold lunar mountains and 
carve canyons and valleys. 
Cheering squad finals 
Fourteen women have 
been chosen to participate in 
the 1972-73 cheerleading 
squad finals 
They are Nancy Baringer. 
Debi    Bloom.    Christine 
II III* seems to be hitting you with more boldness 
than usual, it's not your imagination. It's the influence 
ol Taurus Ha has that eflect. 
It you've run into Schlitz Malt Liquor, you already 
know the Bull's characteristics. And you know the Bull is 
there whenever you want bold, dependable good taste. 
Even if you're of a quieter sign, you'll be drawn by the 
relentless energies ot Taurus the Bull. Just be prepared. 
Because there's no denying the dominating boldness ol 
Schlitz Malt Liquor. 
MahMlr makaa mall 11,-ar Ilka Schlili. Nabaay. 
— FEATURING — 
Char Broiled Steaks and 
Chops 
Full    Course    Family 
Dinner - 
UVARIET1F.S 
PANCAKES    &    WAF- 
FLES 
Open   Tues. 
7:30-8. 
thru   Sat. 
Sundays 7:30-7:00 
412 EAST WOOSTKR 
BANQUET ROOM 
NOON SPECIAL DAILY 
Bubbly. Paula Bukesch. 
Diane Burchett. 
Jane Pamiltun. Chris 
Hoffman. Iris Jones, Marcia 
Keith. Sherrell McRae. Kazy 
Meredith. Chris Mohler. Lee 
Olson and Kathie Fisher. 
The final tryouts will be 
held Thursday at 7:30pm in 
Memorial Pall The public 
is invited 
Coming 
<JPRING «... A STUDENT FUN FOR ALL 
GET HIGH. FLY YOUR KITE, AND 
— WIN BIG PRIZES — 
- over S35.00 will be given away in desserts, gifts, and dinners 
"The contest will be run by BG students, and 
the PRIZES are compliments of these Stadium 
Plaza merchants:" 
DOMINOS 
' BASKIN BOBBINS 
SPUDNUTS 
1
 GREAT SCOT 
• LUMS 
• NIKI'S BOOTERY 
• GRAYS 
'THIS SATURDAY, April 29, at Noon IS YOUR CHANCE 
TO  SHOW  OFF  YOUR   KITE  FLYING  TALENTS."   NO 
ENTRY FEE! 
Pkk up your kites at Baskin-Robbins, NOW FREE, while 
supply lasts. If you already have kites FLY your own. 
Contist to tiki place at the only hill on campus 
II ii should rain the contest will take place 
on the following Saturday at Noon 
That M Nairn. TweseWy, Apr! 15, 1f73/*e>je 5 
WBGU-TV gets 
new PBS system 
Direct interconnection 
with the Public 
Broadcasting Service (PBSI 
via telephone microwave 
became a reality for WBGU- 
TV April 19 
The station formerly had 
to rebroadcast most PBS 
programs from a 
neighboring public TV 
station 
Now. with the new 
electronic interconnection. 
Channel 70 will be able to 
receive network programs 
by merely pushing a button 
The service will mean 
several things to Channel 70 
viewers. 
THE STATION will be 
able to broadcast all 
network programs at the 
time they are being 
transmitted nationally by 
PBS In the past the station 
was delayed in receiving 
several series--"The 
Advocates."      "Black 
Meeting 
An ad hoc committee 
on student residential 
status will meet tonight 
at 7 in 210 Math-Science 
Bldg 
University treasurer 
Paul Nusser will be 
present to answer 
questions The public is 
invited 
Journal" and 'Misterogers' 
Neighborhood"-and had to 
rebroadcast them from 
tapes one week after they 
were aired nationally 
The station will also be 
able to completely plan its 
own schedule Under the 
former system, when the 
neighboring public TV 
station decided to preempt a 
network program. Channel 
70 had to preempt that 
program also. 
In addition, rebroad- 
casting another station's 
signal meant inferior 
technical quality 
AREA PRESS and special 
interest groups will be able 
to see previews of programs 
as a result of interconnection 
and the station will be able 
to record special programs 
offered by the network in 
addition to the regular 
schedule 
"Interconnection is a 
significant event in the 
history of Channel 70s 
operation," said Charles 
Kurman. acting general 
manager of WBGU-TV. 
"We have working with 
PBS to achieve this since 
last fall, and are pleased to 
report that we are now 
independently capable of 
deciding our own schedule " 
The cost of establishing 
and maintaining inter- 
connection service is 
provided by the Corporation 
for Public Broadcasting 
Columbia, air base hit 
War protests continue 
Synchroniied swimming woi the attraction at the annual Swan 
Club show, entitled "From Bach to Bachrach which wot held 
this past   weekend in the University Natorium. 
By The Associated Press 
War protests held across 
the nation over the weekend 
resumed in the northeast 
yesterday with 
demonstrations at Westover 
Air Force Base in Chicopee. 
Mass.. and Columbia 
University in New York 
City 
Eight of Columbia's 
buildings were closed by 
antiwar demonstrators who 
refused to allow faculty 
members or students to 
enter Some teachers held 
their instruction in the 
university cafeteria 
Police arrested 35 persons 
at the Massachusetts Air 
Force base 
THE     PROTESTORS. 
Anti-smog suits stalled 
WASHINGTON iAPI - A 
unanimous Supreme Court 
has concluded that air- 
pollution problems generally 
are so varied it is often best 
to have suits heard first at 
the local level 
The decision yesterday 
blunts a drive by 18 states to 
require the nations four 
biggest automakers to 
install control devices on 
some 85 million old cars 
In turning to the court in 
August 1970 after the Justice 
Gilligan backs Ohio appeal 
of education grant decision 
COLUMBUS (API - Gov 
John J Gilligan yesterday 
joined the Ohio appeal of a 
federal court decision 
banning state payment of $90 
per pupil per year to parents 
of non-public school 
children. 
The governor s office said 
Gilligan filed an affidavit 
that said. "Withholding 
parental reimbursement 
grants at this particular 
time presents an educational 
crisis in the state of Ohio 
affecting public and 
nonpublic school pupils 
A three-judge federal 
panel April 17 ruled the aid to 
parents of non-public school 
pupils as authorized in the 
current Ohio biennial budget 
is unconstitutional because 
it violates the separation of 
church and state provision 
STATE OFFICIALS said 
at the time the sudden 
switch of students at 
parochial schools--an 
estimated 295.000 in the 
state-would cause a severe 
burden on the state's public 
school facilities. 
In his affidavit, the 
governor said the imposition 
of a new statewide income 
tax "Was to provide a more 
sound basis for financing 
education and other state 
functions The degree and 
nature of the income tax is 
specifically related to the 
nature of benefits provided 
for public and nonpublic 
school pupils " 
Department had dropped its 
own suit, the states said if 
they were forced to bring 
their charges to a district 
court first it might take 10 
years to reach a final 
decision 
NOW THE justices have 
decided that is the 
procedure for the states to 
follow I'owever. trial has 
already begun in a federal 
court in Los Angeles of such 
a case 
The states have accused 
General Motors, Ford, 
Chrysler, American Motors 
and the Automobile 
Manufacturers Association 
of conspiring to delay the 
development and 
introduction of anti-smog 
devices They want the 
manufacturers to produce 
pollution-free engines and to 
put devices on all cars built 
since 1953 without them 
Several states, including 
Idaho. Ohio and Minnesota, 
said they would pursue the 
suit in lower courts Others 
RENNIE DAVIS 
WILL BE ON CAMPUS 
MAY 4th and 5th 
Speech May 4th at 7:30. Grand Ballroom 
ALPHA GAMS 
LOVE 
THEIR NEW PLEDGES 
All WOMEN INTERESTED IN 
OPEN RUSH 
Sign Up April 24, 25 and 26 
PANHEL OFFICE 
315F Student Services 
STEREO COMPONENTS 
CENTER 
OFFERS YOU 
ADVENT JANS ZEN 
BOSE KENWOOD 
CROWN INT KLH 
DUAL MARANTZ 
DYNACO PANASONIC 
EMPIRE PHASE LINEAR 
EPI REV0X 
FISHER R0TEL 
GARRARD SHERWOOD 
HARMON KARDON SONY 
TAMDBERG WHARFEDALE 
FOR INF0R CALL 2-5958 or 2-5950 
NOW HIRING 
Not long ago everybody wai, or to it seems. Time» 
change. Ana to do many sales careers, for example. We 
find this it true to an extent in our butinett. Because, 
typically, the perton we hire already hat tome telling 
experience in another line of work, Chancet are, too, 
he wat tuccettful. But now, greener patturet beckon. 
What do we offer tuch a perton? Expert tupervition and 
training when he ttortt and above-average earnings 
at he progrettet. An annual income high in the five- 
figure bracket it not uncommon for tervket rendered 
in our butinett: de-signing financial plant for individuali 
and businesses Think about, it. And then if you're in- 
teretted in talking about it, call Bill Coulocot at 244 
2638 in Toledo 
Wright State University 
Summer Quarter 
A Term - June 19 - July 26 
B Term - July 27 - September 1 
C Term - June 19 - September 1 
Aie you going to be spending youi summer in the Oayton. 
Ohio area7 Why not plan to fill some of those vacation 
hours by taking courses at oui university 
Our program permits a student to register as a pan time 
student, register tor a full program or combine a daytime 
registration with evening study 
Courses from the freshman through the graduate level, short 
term workshops and special courses are scheduled 
Housing, dining and recreational facilities will be available 
during the summer quarter 
Apply now for admission 
Call 514-426-6650, ext 216 or write to: 
Wright State University 
Division of Continuing Education 
Dayton, Ohio 45431  
UAO PRESENTS A 
GRAND TOUR OF EUROPE 
JUNE 21 
TO 
JULY 12 $735.00 
INQUIRE U.A.O. 
OFFICE 372-2343 
said they would wait to get 
copies of the ruling 
JUSTICE William 0 
Douglas, usually an avid 
advocate of Supreme Court 
action, wrote in the decision 
that air pollution is one of 
the most notorious types ol 
public nuisance Hut he said 
Congress has not found a 
uniform, nationwide solution 
and has left many of the 
problems to local 
authorities 
Measures which might be 
adequate to deal with 
pollution in a city such as 
San Krancisco. might be 
grossly inadequate in a city 
such   as   Phoenix."Douglas 
mostly students from the 
five-coiiege Amherst area, 
arrived at 7 am. and waited 
for a busload of 10 Chicopee 
police to arrive before 
sitting down in a circle, 
blocking traffic going into 
the Strategic Air Command 
Base 
Police gave them two 
minutes to disperse, and 
then moved in to make the 
arrests Some walked freely 
to the bus. but others were 
carried 
It was a repeat of a protest 
Knday morning at both 
Westover gates in which 94 
were arrested for sitting 
down and blocking traffic 
Most of those pleaded guilty 
in Chicopee District Court 
and were given suspended 
$10 fines and 10-day jail 
sentences 
ABOUT 500 demonstrators 
returned to the base Friday 
afternoon for a peaceful 
protest, and there were no 
arrests 
wrote 
The court took similar 
similar approach in stepping 
away from a suit by Illinois 
that charged Milwaukee and 
three other Wisconsin cities* 
with sending 200 million 
gallons of raw sewage and 
other waste materials into 
Lake Michigan every day. 
The Constitution 
authorizes states to bring 
directly to the high court 
their complaints against 
other states. Most suits must 
start at lower levels and 
percolate to the top court 
Ijoitf Future S 
AwoltctiifcTect.^* 
Ooclor MCAI 
Gradual! GRf    Dentist 0At 
Lawyri ISAI    Bunnall AtGSB 
Nail BOS ? n Mad 
Coming next week! 
HBOHHH 
he promoted folowe 
her forever... lodcxj 
Before their arrest 
yesterday. protestors 
planted wooden crosses on a 
traffic island in front of the 
gate and handed out leaflets 
which alleged that 16 
Westover airmen have been 
killed in Vietnam action in 
the past three weeks. 
Living Theatre 
open dialogue 
An open dialogue on the 
Living Theatre, founded by 
Julian Beck and Judith 
Malina. will be conducted at 
8 tonight. 115 Education 
Bldg 
The Becks' appearance is 
sponsored by Cultural Boost, 
the speech department. 
Theatre Unbound and the 
Student Activities 
Organization. 
It is free and open to the 
public 
Vassarette 
Start with Vassarettes bodysuit, 
^Bdd a skirt, boots, whatever! 
The result: fashion's latest 
layered look. Stretch Antron* 
nylon bodyhug in color with white 
yoke. S-M-L, $12. 
POWDER PUFF 
525 RIDGE 
y-i 
EUROPE $209 
ROUND TRIP JET OPEN BAR AND MEALS 
BOWLING GREEN FLIGHT SCHEDULE 
urrier Flf. No. Route Dates                    Cost       Ad min. Chq. TOTAL 
TV 671 Columbus - Ams - Lon - Col 6/13-8/4               $196 $13 $209 
CAl 511 Detroit - London - Detroit 6/17-9/3                 $216 $13 $229 
LWD 673 Cleveland - Lon - Ams - Cleve 7/23-9/19             $196 $13 $209 
LWD 681 Columbus - Lon - Ams - Col 8/4-9/5                    $206 $13 $219 
TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE: 
• Student! Inter national's 40-Page European Trip Guide (Free) 
• Car and Mototcycle Rental, leasing, and Purchaie 
• Travelers' Insurance: Air Fare, Medkal, Baggage 
• Travel library language Books, and Maps for Use or Purchase 
• Passport Applications and Vaccination Certificate Farms 
• Intro-European Charter Flights and Transportation Schedules 
• Eurail  Britrail Posses. . .Hostel, Hotel Bookings 
For information and 
reservations contact. 
372-2343 
UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
To receive money abroad 
quickly and softly, use 
IAMERICAN EXPRESS! 
FOREIGN REMITTANCE SERVICE 
Administrative I Travel Services By: 
WORLD WIDE CHARTER — 
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL 
621 Church Street 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
AMEX and Students International have created an EMERGENCY MONEY ABROAD KIT 
to help with your travels. It's free. . .please write us. 
for Mil puce is pro isis slurs ol /Art lolsl ihsitei cost sub/eel to incrtsss or deaesse deptinjing upon torsi rmmbsi ol psitiapsMs ss psi CAB itfmlslisns 
Ops* Prsfy 10 Iscpltr sistl Hudson A immsdisls IsMilm ol tort unmisity  
Pat* « T>M M H»wt. Tuwdoy, A#fl IS, 1*79 
Employment Opportunities 
The Office of Career 
Planning and Placemen! is 
open from 8 am to 5 p.m. 
Monday through Friday On 
Wednesday. May 10. the 
office will be open until 9 
p m 
Dates in parentheses 
indicate days sign'up sheets 
will be posted 
BUSINESS 
May 8 < April 281 
Kenneth Lcventhal-No 
report yet 
Mavl2iMav2i 
UARCO,   Inc -No   report 
yet. 
SCHOOLS 
May 9 i May 11 
Algonar    Comnt    Sckll 
Mich  -No report yet 
May 10 (May 11 
Jefferson   Srhls .   Mich 
K.I    ed .    math,    ind     arts, 
homeec.. sp ed" 
Newton Pb Schls . Mass - 
All areas 
Mich - No report yet 
Newark Pb Schl . O -Art. 
KMIl math. emt. disc. el. 
PB  .1  vcl . MA guid 
May 12 i May 21 
BreeksvilieCitv Schls   O 
-All areas 
Chagrin Falls Ex Vill 
Schools. O—No report yet. 
Richmond Comm. Schls.. 
Ind—No report yet. 
•• Evening Also 
May 11 i May 11 
(Ircisse    lie    Twp Schl 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
Interested In Working For Candidates? 
Interested In Meeting Government Leaders? 
Then Join The Young Republicans 
TODAY 
CALL 372 1706 OR 372 4401 
MEETING APRIL 26. 7 00 
351 EDUCATION BLDG 
Candidates lunch 
planned tomorrow 
The second in a series of 'Meet Your Candidates-No 
Post Luncheons will be held tomorrow from 12 noon until 
I p in in Kaufman's Bismarck Room 
The luncheon is being arranged by the Legislature 
Affairs Committee of the Bowling Green Chamber of 
Commerce, according to its chairman. James W. 
Bachman. a local attorney 
Two ill the Republican candidates for County 
Commissioner. Charles K Hrough and John H Bigelow. 
will speak and answer questions at the luncheon It is open 
to chamber members and their guests No reservations 
are necessary 
The last of the luncheons will be held Friday. April 28. 
when Gary R Samples and George M Scott, two 
Republican candidates trying for County Commissioner, 
will speak 
The luncheons are held for candidates seeking Wood 
County offices which are contested in the May 2 primary. 
er's Records 
& Tapes 
RECORD & TAPE 
SALE 
inn i lei RECORDS 
;WJRC0DE LIST PRICE  0ALC PMC€ 
D $4.98        . $2.87 
*
;
 E SS.98 $3.8? 
$6.98       '$4,87 m  F 
:•■ 
;:-L 
I 
Is ir. 
8 Track & Cassette Tapes 
as low as 
vJ-«3 each ot 4 For i $15.00 
lr-j 
STOCK UP NOW! 
LOWEST PRICES EVER IN BOWIING GREEN 
FINDLAY ft TOLEO0 AREA 
1 
er's Records 
& Tapes 
128 N. MAIN 
352-5169 
for foster Service. 
Use our new phone number 
istinel 
ENDS lONIGHTat 7 IS. 9 IS     Cion inrt IM SwilcMidi 
a'a'Ej'Q'Q'a 
THCATRE 
STARTS WEDNESDAY 
SPECIAL 
LATE 
SHOWS 
FRI. AND 
SAT. 
at 11:45 p.m. 
Due to the 
Homfying 
Scenes   No 
One Will be 
Admitted 
to the 
theatre 
Getiton, 
enjoy how o 
John Roberts 
ring rides. 
RIDE AWAY! 
ON A FREE 
lO SPEED BIKE 
SIGN-UP BEGINNING    DRAWING TO BE HELD 
WEDNESDAY FRIDAY 
APRIL 19 MAY 5 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
NO I'UHCHASI   Nl ( I SSARV NtEt) NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN 
RIGHT AWAY 
TO BE GIVEN TO A DRAWING WINNER 
WRITE AWAY 
YOUR NAME ON THE OFFICIAL 
REGISTRATION BLANK AT THE 
JOHN ROBERTS RING DISPLAY 
RING REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE HERE 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, THURSDAY, APRIL 27 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Clopr   "2 GenT Fenurn ^-o*P 
ACROSS 
I  DiMort, as wood. 
r, To one aide. 
in i» "-"ni' 
14 Opera fralttre. 
15 Spooky. 
16 Eight:  Comb, 
form. 
17 Milton  drama, 
1671: 2 words. 
20 Plate. 
21   puhlie. 
22 Elevator man. 
23 Avian mimlr. 
21 Was apprehen- 
sive. 
27 Early Christian 
rhurrh. 
31 Part of 27 
Arross. 
32 Birthplace of 
Columbus. 
33 Frenrh lare: 
Colloq. 
34 Artrens  Arlene. 
35 Crilerion. 
36 Temperate. 
37 Initial* of Ike'* 
"NIP.MM.I 
38 The ladies. 
39 Kitrhen utensil. 
40 Predetermine*. 
42 Temper:   Colloi]. 
43 College courses. 
44 "And away —:** 
2  words, 
45 Noted opera star. 
IK Creed. 
52 Tragedy, prob- 
ably by Shake- 
speare:  2 words. 
55 Eurasian   river. 
56 Horn. 
57 Pronoun. 
58 Before   gamma. 
59 Rendezvous. 
60 Of   
(formerly). 
DOWN 
1 Insect. 
2 Asian sea. 
3 "Green   Man- 
sions" girl. 
4 Portraying rural 
life. 
5 Epie   poem. 
6 Barlletts. 
7 Argentina: Abbr. 
8 South American 
capital. 
9 I■ n.'li-h   poet. 
10 Card. 
11 Doings of the 
Roman   Senate. 
12 Road to  Rome. 
13 Kin-bed. 
18 LuMrous  fur. 
19 Ancient Greek 
colony. 
23 Opera role. 
24 Drab. 
25 Give high hopes 
f. 
26 Friend  of 
Porthos. 
27 Ciech   patriot. 
28 Describing 
college  walla. 
29 Great    soprano 
(1866.1942.) 
30 Tree  or  shrub. 
32 Pastimes. 
35 Written 
agreement. 
36 Smaller number. 
38 Messages. 
39 French novelist. 
41   rasa   'clean 
•late):   Km 
42 Heartfelt. 
44 Alerts. 
45 Kind  of pen. 
46 Whitewall. 
47 State,  in  France. 
49 Japanese ginkgo. 
50 Leather:  Fr. 
51 In     tin 
being) :  Lat. 
53 Neither's partner, 
54 Arid. 
urn   CLaSSIFIED ~*®*~ 
new  best oiler  372 MM 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Tuesday. April 25   1972 
An open meeting for all interested persons lo organue 
Abortion Action Week will be held at 7 00 pm at U C F A 
member of the Cleveland Coalition will be present 
The Sailing Club will meet in IM Overman at f 30 pm 
Tactics and beginners lessons will be presented 
Ride needed to Buffalo April 
27 or 28 Call 2 4372 
Ride available to Cinci 
Leave Thurs or Kn Call 
Cinder 2 3295 
Need ride lo Allegheny 
College iMeadville. Penn > 
area Can leave Apr 27 or 21 
- Call Diane 2-5316 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Expel lenced typist, theses, 
term papers, manuscripts 
353 2573 
We sen ice all brands 
electronic equip 353 2291 
RJs Appliance 309 S Mam 
KELP WANTED 
Mow to earn at home 
addressing envelopes Rush 
stamped self-addressed 
envelope BAG Enterprises. 
501 Spaulding St Riverton 
111 r,-*l 
WOULD 12.000 I* HI I' 
CONTINUE YOUR 
EDUCATION* CALL 372- 
2476 FOR INFORMATION 
ON TI'E ARMY ROTC TWO 
YEAR PROGRAM 
Phi Mu Panhel Pope 
Marathon Talent Show 
Auditions When April 17. 
18.20.24-27 Time 7-'* Hurry 
4 call for your Audition 
Time Linda 2 4186 
Equal Opportunity 
Employer Wanted 
Program specialist, ability 
lo plan, initiated coordinate 
War on Poverty Programs 
Salary range 87500 to 8400 
Apply or write to WSOS 
Community Action 
Commission. 414 Lime St . 
Fremont. Ohio 
PERSON A US 
LESSONS ON ALL 
INSTRUMENTS- Guitar. 
sax. drums, elc Little Olde 
Music Shoppe. 133 N Main. 
352-0170 
Fly to Europe with us on our 
chartered 707 Leaving 
Columbus July 5 for London 
or Amsterdam Return from 
London to Columbus Aug 1 
8275 round trip Write 
Reverend F P Ellis 
Whitehouse. Ohio. 43571 or 
call 877-5232 
Li'l Jude Roses are red. 
violets are blue, there's a 
Great Grape, and now you 
know who Congrats on 
activation I)Z Love. Annie 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
Join the BGSU Chapter 
todav" Call 372-1704 or 372- 
4401 
Debbie and Sandy, you did a 
great job with rush You 
really kept us psyched' 
Thanks to Kathy lor the 
cocktail party Alpha Chi's 
CUSTOM WEDDING 
RINGS bv PHILIP 
MORTON the Working 
Pand Crail Center. 515 
Conneaut 353-9932 
Congratulations Ski. to you 
and Rob on that new 
diamond Sisters of Alpha 
Chi Omega 
Just because you are away 
from N J you can still have 
a Happy Birthday 1-4-3 
Interested in Early 
Childhood Education'' The 
Office of Experimental 
Studies can arrange for a 
quarter (16 credit hours» of 
LIVE experience working 
with children, ages 3.4. and 
5 You may select the fall 
winter, or spring quarters 
Call 2-2256 
Bev- Sunday was filled with 
memories activation and a 
candle passing Congrats to 
you and Gary on your 
engagement The Gamma 
Phis 
Consultants Doug and 
Chuck Put        list 
Congratulations Today an 
office, tomorrow the world' 
The Fly Lady 
ROLLING STONE 
MAGAZINE Openings for 
on-campus reps 
Subscription sales, product 
sampling promotional 
campaigns. Excellent 
commissions, free summer 
round-trip tickets to Europe 
for top salespeople Write 
immediately Rolling Stone 
Campus • 78 E S4th Street. 
New York. New York 10022 
Ham sends greetings to 
friends at the Fremont 
Academic Branch 
Karen has given her heart 
Steve has given his Phi Tau 
put Congratulations The 
Brothers 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
Join the BGSU Chapter 
today" Call 372-1701 or 372 
4401 
KSS 
John- I wish 1 could but 1 
CANT"' Call me at 363 9860 
Marsha DO) adv 
For   Sale      EKO   electric 
violin bass guitar  Best offer 
call 354 2823 
wk S-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and 
Sun at 7th 4 High. 4Ds Club. 
352 9378 or 352-7324 
Used TV s for sale All 
prices wide selection Call 
353-2291 RJs Appliance 
66 TR4 Triumph  Exr cond 
353-6751 
1966 Ford Van Camper 8400 
And 1963 Ford Ranchero 
8200   Ask for Jim   Hh   353 
7762 
64   MG B    excellent   cond 
8650.734 Elm St 
Yamaha 250 Street. A I 
0558 
Near-new SCM portable 
typewriter 840   352-0945 
1964 Honda 160 Scrambler 
New battery and good times 
8250 but will take more'" 
352-5845 or 352-0948 
1968 MGB    Good condition 
Best offer, call 352 7744 
64 VW 50.000 mi Excel) 
cond Hh 352-0114 
Martin DIB guitar, near 
new.w hard case 8300 <419> 
877-0190 
1967 Sunbeam Alpine   Good 
Condition   Call Chuck   352 
7242 
68 Datsun 2000. 5 speed  Best 
offer 352-5771 
1965 Triumph Spitfire new 
engine, clutch, brakes, 
exhaust, battery, shocks. U- 
joints, top. many extras 874 
64 Ford  Fairline   352 5535 
aft or eve v 
1961 Corvette new top 283 4 
speed, original paint >qlu$ 
spares 8800 Eve 686 4090 
GT4- Triumph, immac . red. 
wire wheels, radials. radio 
S1395    1419*877-0190 
1962 Olds Cutlass Automatic 
p s \ windows Bucket 
seats Good Cond Must sell- 
352-7776 
Now   renting   for   Summer 
Quarter     3150     a    month. 
everything   included except 
electricity       Freferred 
Hroperties 352 9378 
Ridge Manor Apis. Bowling 
Green's most convenient 
apts 2 bdrm. summer leases 
onlv 3160 per mo. including 
all utilities 352-0717 
FREE June RENT 2 bdrm 
3-man air cond 60 mo 352- 
6282 
Elf apts for grad students 
who need privacy 4 quiet 
Near campus June 
occupancv. for summer onlv 
orlyr 886 ph 353-8045 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
One coupon book Call Mary 
Ann 2-5424 
4 man apartment on E 
Merry available for 
summer  Interested females 
call 3334305 
Moving lo Dayton'* - You 
won't believe the deal on a 7- 
room house owned by BG 
Prof and available for sale 
or rental Call Danaker. 372- 
2074 3534184. 
Sue 10 White, empire wed 
gown and should length veil 
3U-QM1 
Hum   house June or Sept 
Ph 3524441 
Mercer 4 E   Wooster   352 
7444 352-9378 
Sublet   Univ    Village   Apt 
good price Call 3520088 
2 F rm needed to share 4- 
man apt this summer Air 
cond U Cts $50 per month 
Call Judy 2-5876 or Pattv 2 
5591 
1-2 F roommates needed to 
sublease apt lor summer 
qtr Call 352-5855 
Preferred Properties Rental 
office has moved to The 4Ds 
Club at the comer of 7th 4 
High For rental info call 
352 9378 or 352-7324 
Maurer 4 Green Apts now 
leasing 3 4 4 man apts 2 
bdrm. turn air cond wall lo 
wall carpet fall 4 summer 
leases available 352-0717 
1   male   rmt    for   summer 
Greenview 72 50 mo 352-0845 
Finn    3 bdrm house for 5 
students, prefer F 352-5320 
Now leasing for Sept Haven 
House Manor at Corner of 
Mercer 4 E Wooster 352 
7444. 352-9378 
Student Apartments The 
Quiet Ones 3539863 - 352- 
1*72 
Nice 2 bdrm (urn mobile 
home with air. available 
sum qtr only Lot 33. 525 
Thurstin across from Offen- 
hauer Low sum rate 352- 
7444 
Bowling Green's only 
exclusive recreation room 
Heated Indoor Pool-Gas 
Fireplace-Parly Room 
w kitchen facilities and bar 
Outside Courtyard w patios 
and gas grills-Dance Area- 
Locker T Rooms, all this 
offered by Preferred 
Properties ph 352-9378 or 
352-7324 
CAMPUS MANOR - behind 
Burger Chef for ihe finest in 
campus living Furnished 
complete. FULL security 
system PARKING. SHOPS 
CLASSROOMS, all at your 
front door Ph 352-9302. 352 
7365. or 352 4045 
FEMALE to sublease now 
Low rent Call 23322 or 352 
0445 
For lease or sub-lease, fun in 
the sun. summer or fall, call 
Greenview Apt 3521195 
Serious, but swinging 
management 
Preferred Properties offers 
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec 
Center Model open 7 days a 
wk 8-SMon-Fn 1-5 Sat and 
Sun at 7th 4 High 4Ds Club. 
352-9378 or 352-7324 
Apt to sublet (or summer 
June free- low rales Kitchen 
and bathroom decorated 
Call Debt or Connie 352 9215 
213 Greenview 
Bowling Greens only 
exclusive recreation room 
Heated Indoor Pool-Gas 
Fireplace-Party Room 
w kitchen facilities and bar- 
Outside Courtyard w patios 
and gas grills-Dance Area- 
Locker Rooms, all this 
offered by Preferred 
Properties ph 352-9378 or 
352 7324 
Mobile home for rent 
Available Mav 1 2 bdrm 
(urn 353-2291 
Preferred Properties Rental 
office has moved to The 4Ds 
Club at the corner of 7th 4 
Hujh For rental info call 
352-9378 or 352-7324 
Student Apartments 
Responsible management 
353 9843-352-1972 
Enjoy swing* summer of 
sun and swunmin' - 2 man 
Greenview- Call Linda or 
Mary Jo 352 7*4* For Summer - June 15th to 
Sept 13th 2 bedroom, 
furnished apartments (or 
813800 per month Call 
Newlove Realty 353-7381 
Armstrong Piccolo for tale; 
Preferred Properties offers 
exclusive 4Da Club and Rec. 
Center  Model open 7 days a 
Now leasing for Sept Haven 
House  Manor at corner of 
Would you believe that you 
could have your own 
bedroom and own bath for 
only 135 00 for the whole 
summer at W'mlhrop 
Terrace-352-9135 
Leasing a Greenview Apt is 
only half ol the fun the oUm 
half is living in one 352 1195 
For Rent  Summer Quarter 
2-man apartment 352-0139 
Bowling Green's only 
exclusive recreation room 
Healed Indoor Hool-Gas 
Fireplace-Ha rty Room 
w kitchen facilities and bar 
Outside Courtyard w patios 
and gas grills Dance Area- 
Locker Rooms, all this 
offered by Preferred 
Properties ph 352-9378 or 
352-7324 
Summer Apartments 
Summer Reduced Rates 
353-9843    352 1972 
Apt to sublet summer 
Discount rates 352 7333 
Furn Apt 1 block from 
campus June 4 Sept 352 
0861 
Now leasing lor Sept Haven 
House Manor at corner of 
Mercer 4 E Wooster 352 
7444 352 9378 
Rooms 4 apts for summer 
Rooms for fall- near 
campus Ph 352-7365 
2 girls wanted to sublet 
Valentine Apt on Sixth St 
857 per month- We pav June 
fully furnished- Call 352 6353 
1 bd apart sublease for 
summer June free- 
Reduced' 352 7251    ' 
Preferred Properties offers 
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec 
Center Model open 7 days a 
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 15 Sat and 
Sun at 7th 4 High 4Ds Club 
352 9378 or 352-7324 
Male rmte wanted   Across 
fromfrat row 352 5840 
Summer  Sublet  2-3   Males 
Negotiate Call 353-4233 
Men-   rooms-  now 4  Sept 
Call 354-4241 
I  Bdrm apt. air   pool   utl 
free June free 354-8641 
Preferred Properties Rental 
office has moved to The 4Ds 
Club at the corner of "th 4 
High For rental inio call 
352-9378 or 352-7324    s 
First term summer .5 wks 
850 Palmer Apts • Pool- Air 
cond Call 354-0821 after 10 
pm 
WANTED    1  F   for 3-man 
furn   apt    Own  bdrm .  air 
cond. pool   Avail   May 15 
855 00 per mo  Call 352-0025 
after 5 30 
Needed I 4 2 students to 
occupy Campus Manor Apts 
with other students BG s 
finest 2 mm walking 
distance from Adm Bldg 20 
various businesses at your 
front door Ph 352-9303. 352 
7345 or 352 4045 
Now leasing for Sept Haven 
House Manor at corner of 
Mercer 4 E Wooster 352 
7444 352-9378 
Sublet summer 3-4 man air 
conditioned, fully furnished. 
good location, will negotiate 
pnee Call 353-6424 anytime 
Apt for summer across 
from Rodgers 4 rooms for 
summer 4 Isll Ph 352-4045 
1-4 F or M needed to 
sublease apt for summer 
A ir cond 4 pool June rent 
free 352-7776 
House for Summer. I bfk 
from Campus 4 or. make 
offer 3524162 
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Wood County candidate roundup 
Editor'! Note: Today The Newt will 
publish information about caadldatet 
for Wood Coaly Sheriff, Wood Coaaty 
CommUiloBcr aod Comafy Ceafral 
Commltlecmea. 
Tomorrow, The Newt will publish 
iaformatlon about candidates for the 
Ohio Senate, the Ohio MWMC of 
Represeatattvea aad the Justices of the 
Supreme Court of Ohio. 
Only candidates who are opposed la 
the May 2 primary election are 
included In this laformatiOB. 
All biographical data It presented at 
the caadldatet themselves turned it in 
to the League of Women Voters 
Wood County Sheriff 
One to be elected, salary $10,440. 
term four years 
Republican 
Royce E. Beaversoa -307 Curtis 
Ave . Age 47 
Education-Bowling Green. High 
School; Ohio Crime Control Clinics: 
Law Enforcement Training School. 
Perrysburg. 1959; Bureau of Criminal 
Identification Seminars; Federal 
Bureau of Investigation Seminars. 
Bomb Control School. Jail 
Administration: Corrections Seminar; 
Juvenile Rehabilitation Seminars 
Occupation-Wood County Juvenile 
Investigation and Intake Officer. 
Training and experience-Deputy 
Sheriff-18 years; Wood County 
Common Pleas Court. Juvenile 
Division-last 3 years; Experience and 
training has given me a broad 
knowledge    and    insight    into    the 
problems    of    juvenile    and    adult 
offenders 
Raymoad E. Caller 323 Curtis Ave . 
Bowling Green. Ohio; Age. 48. 
Education-Graduate of Perrysburg 
High School Certificates from 
numerous Police Training Schools and 
Seminars 
Occupation-Chief Deputy Sheriff and 
Special Investigator of Wood County. 
Training and experience--26 
continuous years in the Wood County- 
Sheriffs Department, serving under 3 
Sheriffs Pas been Chiel Deputy the 
last 12 years. Served 3 years as a 
Combat Military Policeman with over 
seas duty. I '.is been trained and served 
in all phases of administration and Law 
Enforcement within the Sheriff's 
Department Is a professional Law 
Enforcement Officer 
Brace C. Pratt. Jr. -12406 Cross 
Creek Rd.. Bowling Green. Ohio; Age. 
40 
Education-Graduate of Maumee 
High School, have completed many 
Police schools and seminars Graduate 
of Policy Academy. Bureau of 
Criminal Identification and 
Investigation. 
Occupation -Presently employed by 
Bowling Green State University 
Maintenance Dept 
Training and experience-Employed 8 
years with Bowling Green City Police 
Dept and 4»i years with Wood County 
Sheriff's Dept I am well aquainted 
with many people throughout Wood 
County who feel the citizens of Wood 
County need 24 hour protection and 
service 7 days a week 
County Commissioner 
Two to be elected, salary 18.580. term 
four years 
Term begins Jan. 2.1973 
RepabHcaa 
Charles E. Broagh-4181 Cygnet Rd.. 
West Millgrove. Ohio; Age47. 
Education-Grammar School West 
Millgrove High School Emerson High. 
Fostoria. Bowling Green State Univ. 
I'jyrs until 1943 
ticciip.ition I'resenllv County 
Commissioner Formerly 15 yrs. 
Brough Stone Co., 8 yrs Wood County 
Highway Maintenance Supt for State 
Highway Dept. 
Training and experience-- 
Admimstrative experience in United 
States Navy. Business Experience and 
learning to deal with the Public and 
Public subdivisions, both as a supplier 
and as a servant of the people 
Joha R. Blgelow -120Vi N. 
Prospect, Bowling Green, Ohio; Age 
26 
Education-Graduate of Elmwood 
High School. Bloomdale. Ohio. B A in 
Political Science. Minor in History 
from BGSU. Held a temporary 
teaching certificate. 
Occupation-Owner of Bigelow 
Nursery and a licensed 
Hortacultur list 
Training and experience-In my 
capacity as transportation 
superintendant for Bigelow Trucking I 
became aware of problems involving 
traffic flow, road repair, and the 
urban-rural development conflict. My 
educational background plus past 
experience and common sense have in 
the past enabled me to find solutions to 
these problems I also acted as District 
manager for the Bureau of the Census 
during the last Decennial Census. I was 
the youngest of 360 District Managers 
throughout the United States 
Term Begins Jan 3,1973 
Republican 
Gary   R     Samples--133   East   Sixth 
Street. Perrysburg. Ohio. Age. 34. 
Education-Bachelor of Arts 
i International Studies-1967) Master of 
Education (Guidance and Counsel mg- 
19711   BGSU. 
Occupation-Teacher of students of 
American history, government, and 
world history 
Training and experience-Liberal 
•iris education with concentration in 
social studies, sociology, and political 
science- all people oriented Have 
worked in a variety of occupations 
Leader of the 1968 referendum 
campaign on the $5 00 license plate 
surcharge Solicited signatures against 
the county sales tax. Active in the 
JavCees. Bov Scouts. Work with 
i'V R.T. 
George M. Scott-20850 Kellogg Road. 
Grand Rapids. Ohio 43522; Age. 45 
Education-High School Graduate 
Occupation-Farm     Operator    and 
Businessman. 
■ 
Training and experience-I have had 
a wide variety of experience as an 
elected township official and as an 
appointed official in county 
government. I am familiar with 
legislative and fiscal duties on the 
township level and have had experience 
with planning, zoning, funding, sanitary 
sewers, water and solid waste disposal 
on both the township and county level of 
government. My experience as a 
farmer has given me first hand 
knowledge of the problems of farm 
families. 
County Control 
Committoomen 
One to be elected, no salary, term 
two years 
First ward. Precinct C 
Democrat 
Mrs. John Etpea (Waadal 326 East 
Reed Ave . Bowling Green, Ohio; Age, 
no answer 
Education-High School Graduate 
Occupation-Housewife (at present I. 
Training and experience-None given. 
Larry M. Saavley -412 North 
Summit. Bowling Green, Ohio. Age. 24 
Education-B A in History from 
BGSU 
Occupation--! am completing work 
toward a graduate degree at BGSU. 
Training and Experience-I have 
lived in Bowling Green for six years, 
and have been active in Wood County 
politics for the past two years. 
Third Ward. Precinct C 
RepaMlcaa 
M. Shad Haaaa-506 Knollwood 
Drive, Bowling Green. Ohio; Age. 31 
Education-Bowling Green Public 
Schools Bowling Green State 
University Purdue University (B.S.I. 
American University iJD I 
Occupation-Attorney 
Training and experience-I feel that I 
am qualified for the office of County 
Central Committeeman because of my 
experience and training as an attorney; 
life-long resident of Bowling Green; 
State Vice-Chairman of Ohio League of 
Young Republicans; President of Wood 
County Young Republicans; former 
County Central Committeeman: 
Former Special Assistant to State 
Attorney General. Paul W Brown; 
former Instructor. Business Law 
Department. BGSU. and member of 
several local religious and civic 
organizations. 
Lloyd L. ShelUM-509 Donbar St., 
Bowling Green, Ohio; Age. 52. 
Education-Graduate of Bowling 
Green State University in Business 
Administration 
Occupation-President of Hayden 
Transport Tanks. Inc. 
Training and experience-Have been 
very active in the Republican 
organization since 1955 Have been a 
precinct committeeman since lflKi 
Have served two terms as Bowling 
Green City Councilman 
Women's group 
offers rundown 
on candidates 
The League of Women Voters of the United States is a 
nonpartisan organization whose purpose is to promote 
political responsibility through informed and active 
participation of citizens in government 
The League takes action in support of or in opposition to 
issues but only after a thorough preliminary study plus 
subsequent approval by the League group concerned. 
The League endorses no candidates. It does present this 
information to you. the voter, so you go to the polls informed 
The materials presented here were assembled in the 
following manner 
Questions were selected by the League of Women Voters 
and addressed to all the candidates. Candidates were 
informed that their responses would be printed in their own 
words, and that each would be solely responsible for the 
contents of the replies 
The League of Women Voters in publishing this material 
neither endorses nor rejects the views of any candidates 
quoted and does not and cannot assume responsibility for the 
contents of any candidate's reply or his motivation in making 
the same. 
Ms Joyce Kepke 
Voters Service Chairman 
League of Women Voters. 
HURT selects 
72-73 officers 
THIS SPACE DONATED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE BG NEWS 
OFFICIAL REPUBLICAN PRIMARY BALLOT 
OFFICE OF  VOTER  FACILITATION 
325  Williams hall 
Bowlinp, Green State University 
B. To cast a write-in vote place "X" in the left blank and write the candidate's name in the space provided.     Bowlinr; Green, Ohio 43403 
C. If you tear, soil, deface or erroneously mark this ballot return it to the precinct election officials and obtain anothef4&£lo872 • 2047 
WOOD COUNTY, OHIO 
A.   To vote for a candidate place "X" in the rectangular space at the left of the name of such candidate. 
Russell Tabbert. 12375 E. 
Portage Rd.. was elected 
President of Hurt Inc i Help 
Us Recycle Trash I Thursday 
night 
Also elected were Joseph 
Kivlin. 124 N Maple St.. 
vice-president and Bonnie 
Warden. 289 State St.. 
secretary-treasurer. 
Arlene Schuck. 416 Donbar 
Drive, will serve as 
chairman of volunteers and 
Blood drive 
collects 312 
pints here 
The American Red Cross 
collected 312 pints of blood 
during its two-day visit to 
campus last week 
Donations reached the 
second highest amount 
collected since 1966. 
One hundred eighty-four of 
the 410 persons who 
registered to give blood 
were first-time donors 
Thomas Stubbs, 
University swimming team 
coach, became a two-gallon 
donor, while Laura Brown, 
senior (Ed.). became a one- 
gallon donor. 
Ann Smith. 1058 MelroseSt . 
is publicity chairman 
Continuing on the board of 
directors will be Marilyn 
McKeever. 1321 Charles St.; 
Marian Shemberg. 917 Lyn 
Road; Sue Johnson. 1437 
Conneaut Ave.; and Ann 
Cast. 1454 Conneaut Ave. 
HURT, established last 
summer, was formed to 
encourage recycling of 
reclaimable resources in the 
Bowling Green area. 
At the meeting. Ms. 
Johnson reviewed the 
history of the group and 
noted how the drives have 
grown from a three- 
volunteer operation which 
collected 2.500 pounds of 
glass and paper in August to 
an organization requiring 
the aid of 40 volunteers to 
help with a 35.000 pound 
collection. 
HURT has shared its 
profits with such 
organizations as Zero 
Population Growth, the 
Bowling Green High School 
National Honor Society. 
Crusaders Class from First 
United Methodist Church 
and student council 
organizations from South 
Main and Ridge Elementary 
schools. 
Members from these 
groups man collection sites 
For Representative to Congress 
(FIFTH DISTRICT) 
l Vol. for not norr than one) 
DELBERT L. LATTA 
for Justice of the Supreme Court 
(Full Term Commencing January I, 1973) 
(Volt for aot mon than on*) 
LOUIS J. SCHNEIDER, JR. 
For Justice of the Supreme Court 
(Full Term Commencing January 2, 1973) 
(Vote for not more than one) 
PAUL W. BROWN 
GEORGE C. FARRIS 
For Justice of the Supreme Court 
(Unexpired Term Ending December 31. 1971) 
l Vote far aot more Ulan ont) 
ROBERT E. LEACH 
For Judge of the Court of Appeals 
(SIXTH DISTRICT) 
(Full Term Commencing February 9, 1973) 
(Vota for Bat mar* than one) 
FRANK W. WILEY 
For Member of State Central 
Committee, Man 
(FIFTH DISTRICT/ 
(Vata far aat marc than ona) 
DONALD E. MAY 
For Member of State Central 
Committee, Woman 
(FIFTH DISTRICT) 
(Vata far Bat Bare than ana) 
MARIAN STOKES 
For State Senator 
I (SECOND DISTRICT) 
(Four Year Term) 
(Vole for not more than one) 
PAUL E. GILLMOR 
HOWARD A. KNIGHT 
For State Representative I ROYCE E. BEAVERSON 
(83rd DISTRICT) 
(Vote for not more than one. 
CLYDE A. BROOKS 
CHARLES F. KURFESS 
For Judge of the Court of 
Common Pleas 
(Probate Division) 
(Full Term Commencing February 9, 197 3)  ) 
(Vote for not more than ana) 
For 
=      Clerk of Court of Common Pleas 
=       i FLOYD LeGALLEY 
I Vola far nat aaara than ana) 
\i For Sheriff 
ij (Vata far aat aiara than ona) 
i RAYMOND E. OOLLER 
BRUCE C. PRATT, JR. 
GLENN C. PARSONS 
For County Commissioner 
(Full Term Commencing January 2, 1973) 
(Vola far not more than ant) 
JOHN R, BIGELOW 
CHARLES E. BROUGH 
For County Commissioner 
(Full Term Commencing January 3, 1973) 
(Vota for Bat more than ana) 
GARY R. SAMPLES 
GEORGE M. SCOTT 
For Prosecuting Attorney 
(Vola far Bat aiara than ana) 
JOHN S. CHEETWOOD 
For County Recorder 
(Vote far aat aaara than ana) 
PAUL H. DAVIS 
For County Treasurer 
(Vote for Bet mor* tana ane) 
EDWARD N. NIETZ 
For County Engineer 
(Vote for not aaara than one) 
MAX L. ROTHSCHILD 
For Coroner 
(Vote far aat aaara than ona) 
ROGER A. PEATEE 
For Member of County Central 
Committee 
(Vata far aat aaara than ana) 
^  ir>  ' 
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Freshman Vern Zabeck (39) came into his own 
against Denison as ho tot a now «hool rocord for 
assists in ono game, six and lied tho mark for total 
points in ono game, eight. BG won 11-8. 
Tho man Zabock gave most of his assists to was 
Bob Decker (11) a junior transfer from Baltimore. 
Docker also tot o now   school mark for most goals 
in one game, six. Decker now has  IS points this 
Freshman middle Tony Vassaro (24) attempts to 
cradle the ball past a Denison defenseman in last 
weekend's action. Fresh defenseman Cliff Holland 
(22) moves in to help. 
Stickers make 'Big Red-Big Dead' 
By JACK CARLE 
Sports Editor 
Sparked by a record six-goal 
performance from junior Hob Decker, 
the Bowling Green lacrosse team 
roared past the Denison Big Red 11-8 
Host OSU today 
last weekend 
While Decker was setting a new 
school record for most goals in one 
game, freshman Vern Zabeck also set a 
new school mark for most assists in one 
game (six) and tied another, most 
points in one game I eight I 
Besides the record performances by 
the BG attackmen. all other areas 
responded well including a 17-save 
effort by goalie I ..tin i Turevon as he 
won his personal battle with Denison's 
ail-American goalie. Dave Wright 
However, no one factor that led to the 
Baseballers split with WMU 
By JOE BURCHICK 
Sports Writer 
An old nemesis, a heartbreaking 
defeat and a big offensive display were 
all in order last weekend as the 
Bowling Green baseball team split its 
weekend activities at Western 
Michigan in Mid-American Conference 
action. 
After a threat of rain wiped out 
Friday's affair, the sixth MAC clash 
the Falcons have lost to Mother 
Nature. Western Michigan pushed 
across a run in the last of the ninth 
inning for a 3-2 decision in the first 
game of Saturday's twin bill while the 
Falcons put on an impressive offensive 
show to win the nightcap 13-10 
The Falcons. 9-7-1 overall and 1-2 in 
the conference, take a break from MAC 
action this afternoon hosting Ohio State 
in a 2 p.m. doubleheader at Stellar 
Field with both games going seven 
innings. 
SATURDAY'S doubleheader at 
Western Michigan featured contrasting 
games as both squads hooked up in a 
tight pitching encounter in the first 
battle while the hitting department 
came alive in the second clash. 
After Western jumped out to a 2-0 
advantage in the first inning of the 
initial encounter. Ralph Clapp knotted 
things up in the fifth as his single 
scored Gary Haas and Dick Selgo, 
pulling the Falcons even at 2-2. 
But the Broncos ended things for 
good in the last of the ninth inning as 
Tom Vanderberg's fly ball fell in 
behind Paul Miles scoring Mike Squires 
with the winning run. 
Mike Yesh 2-2 went the distance for 
the Broncos while Jim Fisher, in relief 
of starter Mike Frilling took the loss. 
The Broncos jumped out to a big lead 
in the second encounter touching Steve 
Price for seven runs in the first inning 
Bowling Green came back with runs in 
the second, third and fourth innings to 
take a 8-7 advantage before Western 
pushed across three runs in the fifth 
inning for a 10-8 lead. 
MARK AMMOMS. hitless in the first 
game, socked his second triple of the 
game in the seventh inning with the 
bases loaded scoring three runs to put 
the Falcons ahead for good. 
"It was a pretty even doubleheader 
all around." Falcon coach Don Purvis 
related. "Our pitching was spotty in the 
second game but we came back well 
after being down twice." 
Dan Pebel evened his record at 1-1 
with the win while Dave Rice il-ll took 
the loss 
Ohio State comes into Stellar Field 
this afternoon as one of the top teams in 
the Big Ten along with Michigan. 
Michigan State. Iowa and Minnesota. 
The Buckeyes have had their share of 
rainouts as well as the Falcons but rate 
pretty ronsistant in games played 
having split doubleheaders with Iowa. 
Ohio University and Minnesota. 
The Falcons are in pretty good shape 
for this afternoon's double header 
which kicks off a six game homestand 
Ric Richmond Jim Meerpohl and Pebel 
are listed as probable pitchers. 
win could be pointed out by head coach 
Mickey Cochrane after the game. 
"It was just amazing." Cochrane 
said "We could believe it, if there was 
ever any doubt, when we were even 
with them at half-time " 
COCHRANE ALSO cited the loss of 
high scoring allackman Laddie Poryl 
110 goals, five assists) as pulling the 
team together. Poryl had to return to 
New York because of an illness in the 
family. 
But even without Poryl, the BG 
attack was strong led by Decker and 
Zabeck 
It was an indication of things to come 
when Decker and Zabeck combined for 
the first goal of the game midway 
through the first period Zabeck passed 
the ball to the front of the crease and 
Decker then just pushed it by Wright 
Less than a minute later. Zabeck 
combined with freshman Bill Grimes, 
who replaced Poryl. for the stickers' 
second score and a 2-0 margin 
BG's third goal of the first period was 
scored by Zabeck with an assist from 
middle John Gawaluck 
However, the Big Red came roaring 
back in that first period with three 
goals of their own to tie the score at 3-3 
at the end of the first 15 minutes. 
The second period was mostly 
Denison's as they controlled the play 
and out-scored BG 2-1 to hold a halftime 
lead of 5-4. The Falcons only goal of the 
period was from the Decker-Zabeck 
combination with just one second left in 
the half. 
But as Cochrane indicated, the 
Falcons were pretty even with the Big 
Red at the half and in the third period 
they came-out shooting BG outscored 
the Big Red 5-0 in the third 15-minute 
period. 
DECKER GOT THREE of his record 
six goals in the third period as he 
combined with Zabeck for two of them 
and got the third one himself. The 
Decker-Zabeck combination also 
worked on a broken clear but this time 
Zabeck scored with Decker assisting 
The other BG goal in the third period 
was from middies. Paul Wayne and 
DaveZiparo 
In the fourth period BG got the first 
two scores as Leif Elsmo scored on an 
under-hander and Decker and Zabeck 
combined for the final BG goal of the 
game 
After BG had scored their seven 
"unanswered" goals, the Big Red came 
back and threw a scare into the 
Falcons. Denison scored three goals in 
a row and a lot of the fans were asking 
when the time would run out When it 
finally did the players erupted onto the 
field to hoist Cochrane onto their 
shoulders 
AN IMPORTANT point according to 
Cochrane was that 85 to 90 per cent of 
the current Falcons had never played 
Denison. thus having no concern for the 
Big Red and the reputation they had 
built up. 
One problem area lor the stickers 
this year had been clearing the ball 
after a save by Turevon However, the 
Falcons eliminated the problem 
somewhat by adjusting a clear to a two- 
on-one situation with two defensemen 
on the side-isolating one of the Denison 
attackmen 
Despite the win Cochrane was still 
worried about Kenyon and what they 
were doing in league play this year As 
of last Monday. Kenyon was 3-0 in the 
league and 7-0 overall And Cochrane 
was still looking forward to that game 
with a team that was 3-10 last year 
If the United States Intercollegiate 
LaCrosse Association goes through 
with its plan the Falcons could be 
playing for the NCAA lacrosse title this 
year 
There is a 16-team single-elimination 
planned for teams having their players 
selected for the "Little all-American" 
team 
All teams in the Midwest Division, 
including BG. are in this classification 
The champion, and possibly the 
runnerup. could be considered for the 
national tournament 
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Fullbacks-raise the dust 
By KENNY WHITE 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Wanted for illegal rushing practices 
around the BG area are two football 
candidates who are in a battle royale 
for the starting fullback position on the 
Falcons' squad 
In Saturday's second team 
scrimmage. Coach Don Nehlen 
witnessed one of the fiercest 
confrontations ever to take place on a 
football field 
BG's lod Allen puts the tog on a sliding Michigan 
runner in last week's action The Falcon 
diamondmen will entertain another Big Ten 
power, Ohio State today in a doubleheader 
beginning at 2 p.m. 
Irish rouf nefters 
Linksmen falter 
By DAN CASSEDAY 
Sports Writer 
The    Notre    Dame    tennis    (earn 
Saturday did what Bowling Green head" 
coach Bob GUI hoped it couldn't do- 
shellack the Falcons 
The Fighting Irish won 8 1 in a match 
forced indoors betause of unfavorable 
weather conditions at South Bend. Ind 
Gill said the playing conditions didn't 
make any difference in the outcome, 
but. 1 expected ithe team) to do 
better: win two or three matches at 
least 
ALL MATCHES Saturday were 
single, long sets to 10 points rather than 
best-of-three sets since there only are 
three indoor courts 
The only winner was number one 
singles Tom Lightvoet Lightvoet 
defeated Notre Dame's Buster Brown 
10-9 for the Falcons' first individual 
match won the tiebreaker this 
season. Lightvoet came back from a 9-5 
deficit to win. 
The only other close match was the 
number two doubles match, which Dan 
Ryan and Brad Malcolm of BG lost 10-8 
. It ended Ryan and Malcolm's three- 
game doubles win streak Lightvoet 
and Bill Oudsema had a five-game 
streak at first doubles snapped 
Although only the first singles and 
second doubles scores were close. Gill 
said he thought Oudsema's 
performance at second singles and Ron 
Dredge's play at third doubles were 
satisfying, despite the scores 
"Bill played the best match I've seen 
him play this year." Gill said of 
Oudsema's 10-5 loss Gill said Dredge 
was a bright spot despite BG's 10-3 loss 
at third doubles. 
ALTHOUGH GILL was disappointed 
with the final score, he said in the long 
run the Falcons should be helped by 
playing a strong team like Notre Dame 
I'e said the loss shouldn't 
psychologically hurt BG. 
Powever. what won't do the Falcons' 
team record (3-7) any good is the 
match this Friday afternoon against 
Cincinnati on the Ice Arena Courts 
Cincy beat Notre Dame 5-4 and 
defeated Miami 9-0 already this year 
Gill said he thinks the Bearcats will be 
the toughest northern team BG faces 
this season 
By JEFF MAYS 
Sports Writer 
The Falcon golf team's chances for 
an invitation to the prestigious 
Northern Intercollegiate at Indiana 
University were crushed yesterday 
when they finished 10th in the Mid- 
American Conference Invitational at 
Oxford Playing in cold and windy- 
weather at the Pueston Woods course, 
Bowling Green shot a total of 784. 30 
shots behind the pace set by winner 
Indiana University. 
MAC teams Miami and Ohio 
University finished third and eighth 
respectively to insure for themselves 
the two positions alloted the MAC at 
the Northern Intercollegiate Michigan 
State was second with a 760, followed 
by Miami |764), Tennessee (771>, 
Purdue (772), Ball State |774), Ohio 
Stair 1776). Ohio U. (780). and Kent 
State (783), before BG rounded out the 
top ten 
"The weather was not good, but they 
all had to play in it." commented coach 
John Piper "Our problem is we didn't 
get good scores from our number one 
man i Rick Faulk) and our number four 
man (Mark McConnell >" 
.Faulk shot a disappointing 82 77-159 
in the 36 hole affair, and McConnell was 
one shot behind with an 82-78-160. 
Freshman Ken Walters was low man 
for the Falcons, firing a 74-77-151, three 
shots behind the low score of 148 shot by 
four golfers. Tom Fortuna shot 79-77- 
156.  while  Mike  Gardner  tied  with 
Faulk at 139. Scott Masters, playing in 
his first tournament of the year, fired 
an 81-80-161. 
Now the Falcons must recover from 
the disappointment of losing their 
chance to go to the Northern 
Invitational and ready themselves for 
the Falcon Invitational Saturday at 8:30 
am 
"I guess we'll play in the Bronco 
Invitational at Western Michigan that 
weekend (May 61." said a disappointed 
Piper, "but first we have to get ready 
for the Falcon this week 
The 12 team field for the Falcon 
Invitational includes MAC schools Ohio 
University and Western Michigan, 
along with Ohio State and the Falcons 
will need a top effort to defend the title 
they have won the last two years. 
IM Notes 
Entries for coed Softball are due 
todav in the IM office in 201 Memorial 
Hall. Coed Softball is a new intramural 
activity this quarter Play will begin 
Saturday at 11 a.m. 
Teams will be composed of five men 
and five women with some rules 
modifications to insure equal 
participation. Entries are available 
from athletic chairman in men's and 
women's residence halls and from 
fraternity and sorority chairmen. 
THE TWO combatants were Jamie 
"The Train" Penneberry and Don "The 
Bruiser" Dillingham. These two have 
been going after each other with 
everything each can muster since 
spring drills started. 
Each of the two fullback hopefuls has 
been making their present be felt by 
the coaching staff every lime they don 
the pads for practice. \ 
In the recent scrimmage, their battle 
seemed to reach its full zenith as both 
runners enjoyed a good afternoon 
running with the pigskin As Coach. 
Nehlen said after his team's second full 
tilt. "I was impressed with the play of 
the two fullbacks " 
HENNEBERRY started off the 
chilly afternoon with a powerful thrust 
after the first offensive unit was 
stopped cold during their first series of 
plays. A pulled back muscle he suffered 
during the week didn't seem to slow 
Jamie in carrying the bacon. 
On the second play from scrimmage. 
Jamie displayed what it takes to be an 
effective fullback Pe took a hand-off 
from Reid Lamport and busted right up 
the middle and just bull-guarded his 
way for 15 yards 
On that play, he broke away from 
several defenders, gave two tacklers a 
joy-ride on his back and then just 
planted another defender into the turf. 
Most of the afternoon he displayed 
nothing but power running and how to 
churn out the hard-to-get-yards when 
they are needed Pe finished his day's 
work by scoring a TD on a five-yard 
jaunt in which he took about three 
people into the end zone 
THEN CAME Dillingham. who was 
not to be out done cr denied the 
opportunity to show what he could do. 
Pe immediately went to work where 
he counterpart left off and took up the 
slack. Dillingham was tenacious when 
It came to running the straight dive 
plays. He went barreling through the 
line with no regard for human life 
enroute to picking up yardage. 
Dillingham also showed that two can 
tangle when it comes to running over 
people Many of the would-be tacklers 
thought they were in a rodeo trying to 
tackle a bucking bronco when they 
came up against "The Bruiser." 
The scrimmage may be over, but for 
these two candidates the battle for the 
top fullback is going right down to the 
wire. It is really unbelieveable the way 
these two are going after each other 
But Nehlen isn't worried because he 
knows he has two good fullbacks in 
camp who can get the job done 
• •• 
"ELECTRIFYING" Tony Bell 
showed why he is soch an exciting 
player to watch The "Youngstown 
Comet" had a great afternoon running 
with the football as he scored one TD 
and just ran wild 
Bell displayed some pretty fancy 
steps once he was in the open field, as 
he faked out many of his would-be- 
tacklers. He scored a TD on a beautiful 
run from a sweep play, where he just 
outran everybody But unfortunately it 
was nullified because of an illegal 
downficld block 
Tight-ends Greg Meczka and Mark 
Beach had good scrimmages and each 
caught a pass. Meczka snagged a short 
pass and rumbled his way through the 
secondary before being stopped. 
Beach was on the receiving end of a 
long TD pass from quarterback Reid 
Lamport. Pe also showed some good 
blocking that helped to spring some 
runners. 
Tail-back Dave Bower had the 
longest run from scrimmage totaling 39 
yards. Pe then scored a TD on a three- 
yard run Rick Mr Cling Newman 
finished the afternoon with three 
catches. 
The second team defensive unit were 
like head hunters when they finally got 
on to the field. Leading the charge were 
Earl Hargrove. Tom Fisher. Mark 
Brown. Jim Macry and Jes$t 
Greathouse along with a influential 
case 
FALCON TOWn: There are only W 
more practice install before the 
Brown vs. White intra-*auad game 
This year the two teams will be hand 
picked by two players choeen by the 
coaches. 
Coach Nehlen gave his troops 
Monday off so that they could view the 
scrimmage films and give some of 
those little painful knocks and bumps 
time to heal. 
